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SANTAi FE, NEW xMEXICO, THURSDAY JANUARY 7, 1909.

SUPREME COURT

SI

II

NO, 279

WOMAN IS ACCUSED
OF EMBEZZLING

BARREN LAND
MADE FERTILE

METEOR SHOWER
IN CALIFORNIA

Said to Have Given Former Bookkeeper Money to Start Cigar
Store.

Uncle Sam Is Expending Great Sums
of Money for the Purpose of Reclamation of Desert Country New
Mexico Not Forgotten.

A

lit

Kansas city. Jan. 7. Miss .Nellie;
O'Donnell, aged 30, cashier and book-Washington, Jan. 7. The work that
& has ben
keeper for the Schwartzschild
completed by the reclamation
Sulzberger Beef and Provision com-- ! service and that which is now under
puny, was arrested last night on a Wliy s anions? the verv greatest In
charge of embezzling $1,000 while in. the way of Internal improvement
the employ of the company. Accord-- j PVer undertaken by
any .government
lng to the police Miss Council made )n the WOrld. Through this work a
The embez- 500.OOO acres of lands will be
complete confession.
occurred in July, 190S, and; canwJ fron, a gtato of barrenness
,, transformed into the richest
shortly afterward a fire destroyed the
agri,
branch office of the company at which Clltm.al 1:imls on the
while
cont!Dent,
she was employed. Most of the com-l- n
nmimll8n thls not far from $90i.
were uesi.ro. eu. ""i. 000,000 will be
panys '
expended.
enougn were leu 10 mseiose me snon
The following is a list of the projage. Miss O'Donnell denies that she ects that have been
completed and
had anything to do with the fire. Frank under
with the areas irrigated
way,
r
of the and the cost
O'Doud, a former
of the work.
company was also arrested. The poLOCATION".
Acres.
Cost.
lice assert that he acknowledges that
.84.200 $1,780,800
Minidoka, Idaho
Miss O'Donnell gave him $500 with -. .1
rr...
nil..
.
.
.io.fir.fi
355,000
nyi ivan
in luunien
wnicn ne established a cigar store, ,1
.33.000
840,000
Huntley, Mont. ..
her confession Miss ODonnell says Sun River. Mont
lO.OWi
488.000
O'Doud did not know she had embe& Carlsbad. X. M.
010,000
20,000
zled the money.
370.000
10,001)
Hondo, X. Mr.;

MIS

10

Flood of Red Hot Metal Pours
U.ion Santa Cruz A Most
Wonderful Phenomenon.

PW BOTH

Down

anta Cruz,

Calif., Jan. 7. A re- that has
phenomenon
O
i
Tjr
wonder and consternation in
i ne
neigiiooriioofi or the Santa Cruz
beach was reported by Mir. W. H.'
?
'Burns of 210 Riverside avenue, this
city, tliis morning, and when investigated was fully corroborated by resi-- ;
dents of the neighborhood.
Mrs.
Burns' attention was encased and her
EXAMINATION OF APPLICANTS
BURYING THE DEAD curiosity aroused yesterday afternoon
IER
T FOUL
by the peculiar antics of a number of.
barefoot children who were playing!
Take Place This Afternoon.
Chief Work of the Soldiers 'in front of her house. When shj The
Perpetrator of the Crime
.asked tlseni what was the matter thevl
Admitted
Were
Who
are Digging TrenMany
told her that the air was full of elecHas Not Yet Been
and
hot
shot
that
was
tricity
ches
for
falling
the Purpose
Yesterday
Found
(from the clouds. She then noticed a
clatter on the house top that sounded
Home, Jan. 7. General Mazza,
Supreme court convened yesterday
like hail and looking in the direction
Detroit, Jan. 7. Tho dismembered
afternoon with the same judges on the
at Messina, sends the follow- of the grand stand of the
ball body of Rev. John C. Carmichael, a
.
...
bench as in the forenoon. Case No.
iK "ihpaicn to riemier liiolotti:
grounds she saw little white threads Methodist minister, was found today
versus
121)8, T. A. Fabro, appellee,
Today, as on preceding days, search of smoke
rising from the roof wh(r-- s partly consumed by fire between two
Town of Gallup, appellant, was opened
continuing among the debris for in- - ever these little red hot metal slob- - Heating ovens in one of his three
and set for hearing January 18.
101111(1
Tho u'ps strucclc the
t0t,ayIdentifica- damp boards. Every churches near Columbus
The following were admitted to the
20,0110
210,000 iMiiiiiuiiuy ui mining omers is dimin- roof in the vicinity showed the same tion of the body of the dead clergy-peculiLeasburg, X. M
bar upon certificate of previous prac- BURLY SPANIARD
Buford-TrentoX. I'M 2,r00
316,000; ishing every hour, but the search is
man was made by Orgille C. Lindsey,
condition.
tice: George W. Evans, Tucumcari;
Williston, X. D.'. ... .12.000
174,000 still going on and will be continued as
This
molten
who was sent to the church for that
rain
continued
from
CAUSES TROUBLE The following
John A. White, Albuquerque; Forest
enterprises ire vety long as ever one can be found alive. about 2 to 4 o'clock in the afternoon purpose by Mrs. Carnilchael, who had
S. Cartwright, Albuquerque;
The work of removing the dead for and varied in
Roy C.
nearly completed:
At times, been in great distress since her
intensity.
burial is progressing.
McHenry, Santa Fe; M." M. Redwine, Enraged at Being Nearly Run Down
At least 2.300
LOCATION.
Acres.
Cost.
band had failed to return home and
who were barehead-children
He
an
Automobile,
Furiously
by
Roswell; T. C.Hart, Portales; George
Xorth Platte, Xeb... 90,000 $3,9 10,000 j persons have been extricated alove ed and unshod were compelled to take surmised that her husband was the
Attacks the Chauffeur.
W. Baker, Clayton; E. A. Martin, AzTruckee-Carson- ,
Everv facility is be to cover. One
Xev.1'00.000
3,931,000 from the ruins.
boy carries a burn on victim as soon as she heard some one
tec; J. B. Eldridge, Roswell; R. G.
ing given the refugees- to leave the his finger as the result of
Lower
Yellowstone,
Xew-'Yorbeing struck had been murdered in the Columbus
7.
the
It
Jan.
rerjuired
Hardy, Roy; W. II. Wood well,
' church. There was a
Montana
00,000 2,570,000 city.
one
of
by
these
pellets.
report that a
Reid Holloman, Tucumcari; combined entry of ten of the tender- Umatilla, Ore
Home, Jan. 7. A special train left
20,440 1,005,000
man had left a train at Ilickey
strange
to
arrest
loins'
Stanislaus
policemen
J. D. Cutlip, Tucumcari; Willard Belk455,000 i here this morning for Civita Vecehia
Okanogan, Wash. .. 9,000
and had been
j late yesterday afternoon
nap, Xara Visa; D. L. Gilbert, Grady; Bllla, a giant Spaniard In Seventh ave
The following enterprises are par- with an American relief party headed THE USE OF TEDDY
to
directed
the
Columbus
church.
Galen F. Humbert, Sylvanite; J. B. nue last night. Billa, who, hails from
by Ambassador Griscorn. Thev will sail
completed:
BEAR
tially
Other
AS
men
two
indicated
POPULAR
that
reports
a
at
became
El
Paso, Tex.,
enraged
Atkinson, Artesia; John S. Adair, RosTOY( were implicated. The fact that money
Area TCxtimntPd f"i" Messina aboard the steanie.r Baynar
had
an
automobile
chauffeur
after
G.
Edward
well;
ern. chartered to convey the party Causes
Welch, Tucumcari;
LOCATION.
Acres.
Cost.
the Price of Mohair to Increase was found in the clothing of the dead
Andrew W. Hockenwell. Portales; J. rowly missed him, and attacked the Salt River, Ariz.
south.
.240,000
$7,900,000
man and in the ashes, preclude the
This Means a Larger Incime
Climbing into the automobile
W. Compton, Santa Rosa; Thomas F. driver.
Ariz.-Ca- l
Messina, Jan. 7. A party( of men
Yuma,
92,150
5,030,000
for
New
Mexico's
Hieory of robbery. It was not known
of
Angora
he would have made short work
Hunt, Las Cruces.
Orland, Cal
30,000 1,500,000 under the direction of Major Landis,
that
Goat
the minister had an enemy.
Raisers.
two
not
had
pothe
driver
frightened
This morning, upon reconvening of
Klamath, Oregon ...1G5.000 5,950,000 an American military atache at Rome,
The
Rev. Carmichael had lived in
court case No. 1227, George K. Neher, licemen intervened. They were unable Grand
Valley, Colo. . 50,000 2,500,000 ' nas 00011 working for four days to
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 7. In- Michigan for about ten
years and for
bodies of A. S. Cheney and crease in
the
Mcate
appellant, versus Angelo Viviani, et to subdue him, and called for a patrol ITncompahgre, Colo.. 140,000
'
the
of
the
two
price
mohair,
had
about
additional
been
policemen
wagon.
pastor of
years
Eight
,al appellees, was set for hearing Jan
49,900
Minidoka, Idaho
000,000 Wl'e r,'om tn ruins of the American wool of the Angora goat, of
at
I Inn a Pi nnn
churches
Adair
and
nearly
Columbus,
buuu cinnni, ami wuuc the crowd Payette-Boise- ,
now is;- nana Vi i '
The apartment of the one hundred
Idaho.132,000 4,705,000 consulate.
per cent in the past China. With his wife and three chilGaliegos! appellee, versus' E. M. Sail- - ehoered lustily, the Spaniard was II Milk
not
is
and
uncovered
fi
ono
Cheneys
2".o
yet
River, Mont. . .160,000
twelve HOHthK Is rinn opruirrtlnir In dren, be resided at Adair.
and
appellant, was set for hearing terally overpowered by numberswhere Xesson, X. D
740.000 many feet of wreckage still remains expert8i to tUe Teddv Rear craA."tnat
18,500
to
off
station
hauled
the
polce
t ,)e removed. The authorities are has swept over the country. Mohair Lea vine home yesterday he told
January 13.
ne was cnargea w.ttn intoxication ami Rio Grande, X. M... 100,000 8,000,000 determined to isolate
Mrs. Carmichael that he was going to
Messina as the thus
This afternoon an oral, examination
Belle Fourche, S. D. 100,000 3,400,000
employed to gratify the love of Columbus to
conduct.
means
in- arrange for a series of
ot
serious
was given the candidates desiring to disorderly
only
preventing
Strawberry Valley,
the American children for a new toy revival
there. Me waved his
nosswork
metings
I'1
in
soldiers
the
of
be admitted to the bar without certifi-cat- e
2 880 000
C0.000
Utah
has meant thousands of dollars to the
hand to a group of children as he
cons-ist-s
in
of previous practice.
THE NIGHT OF
today
.Messina
Wash.
..
principally
99,000
2,253,000
Gunnyside,
goat ra,8er8 of this 8ectlo
where drove out of the
village of Adair and
30,000 1 800 000 .garnering up tne tieaa ana Duryin; over sixty per cent of the goats rajsed
THE BIG WIND Tieton, Wash
from that moment all trace of him is
them
in
of
trenches
between
layers
Wash
120,000 3,600,000
in the United States have their habWapato,
TULAROSA WATER
lost.
150,000 7300,000 Oi'lckllme. Work in Messina is well itat.
Still, with the phenomenal
Irish Historical Event is Celebrated by Shoshone, W;o
- hinder
in
but
smaller
the
towns
way.
Myron Brown, who lives near the
CASE DECIDED Irishmen in all Parts of the World
growth of this industry, not only hre
interior are being, neglected. This but in other
of
ficene
trngedy, was the first to
With Song and Story.
parts of the country, tne discover the
RAILROAD MAN
work will be taken up immediately. American
the
ci..ne. While he was
raisers of Angora coats
'Contending Factions Each Awarded
A policy of clearing Messina was in- at the crossroads to keep an
SERIOUSLY
HURT
waiting
not
aWe
havp
t()
7.
Muir
Reservathe
Half Supply Mescalero
)een
supply
"Xagh Geagh
Chicago, Jan.
auguratea. wnn tne rerusai or me an- home demand. According to the stat- appointment, the cold wind drove him
tion to Be Thrown Open as a For- Era," meaning "Night of the big wind
to
with
thorities
furnish
the
people
Section
istics of the department of agricul- to seek shelter in the church. He was
Formerly
in Ireland," a historical event, which Fred Campbell,
est .Reserve.
food
to
for
unless
embark
agree
they
Foreman
at
surprised to find the doors unlocked
ture this
Albuquerque and at
last
occurred 70 years ago, was celebrated
other places. Discouraged peasants 101.201,590 country of year importeda and upon entering them was tvriV'd
San
Hurt
at
Worth.
Fort
Marcial,
mohair, at
b IrBhmen
pounds
Tver l,th Stry
are coming down from the mountains cost of $31,715,298.
Associate Justice E. H. Mann , of n A nrvn rv n the
tit vii rrVi f
tm n u
The Texas Goat to see the floor, pews and even the
VJ'"vl,f'"'
to
take advantage of the free food.
Alamogordo is in town attending theif"" f""B
and Sheep Raisers' association sent communion table spatered with blood.
ci
Albuquerque, Xew Mexico, January
many an
sessions of the supreme court. Mrs. i" ,hf American, hes,around
who was
STILL
7
'one
of their members, Capt. B, L. Evidently the clergyman,
The
of
friends
he
Fred Campbell
shaking
ga hered
nuly
Mann and her litle baby are doing
fifty-siof
and
athletic
old,
IN
ITALY.
years
SOUTHERN
on
Crouch, to urge the committee
and listened to thrilling among local railroad men will learn
TiiH rrfl Monn. or of 00 t a r r ho- 'hearthstone
TiiViohr
build, had made a struggle for his life.
uuBC
"" tales related about the famous event. with regret of a serious accident Messina, Jan. .. bartnqiiaue snocKs ways and means of congress to
The authorities on their arrival afc
iowii ui Aiamuguiuu is jnuKicnMiie
continue here at the rate of about pose a ten per cent duty on this class
Some of the relators of the narratives which occurred to Fred Campbell,
the
church, found parts of the disvorably and that a good deal of water were too
ten
broke
hour.
out,
Fire
0f
again
per
importation in order to foster the
young at the time of the big formerly section foreman here and at
is being developed in its vicinity. The
membered
body between two stoves.
the
of
the
destruction
completing
city
Such
would
last
the
San
industry.
to
remember the event, but
wind
duty
Marcial, at Fort Worth, Texas,
year In one stove
was the head of what
judge has just decided an important story has been handed down from on December 27. Campbell was run hall and the records stored there.
have yielded the government $15,000,-- .
j was
case which involved the use of the
a new hatchet, the
apparently
000.
father to son, and, it is said, has lost down by a switch engine, and as a re
water in the Tularosa river in the
handle of which had been burned off.
one
one
has
lost
arm
sult
transmission.
foot.
and,
FIRE DEPARTMANT
j A dirk was also found.
fiacramento mountains, east of Ala- nothing by
This it was
THREE NEW BRIDGES
Outside of that he was but little hurt.
court
user! iii the
In
been
murder.
case
has
The
hpiipvpil
w;is
mogordo.
VIVE!
ON
THE
EDDY
FOR
COUNTY
OF
QUI
GIGANTIC MERGER
Campbell left her two years ago for
to
cut the
was
a long time, the water being claimed
used
while
hatchet
the
MOVING PICTURE MEN Fort Worth.
He has been division
to
by the Mescalero Indiana on the Mespieces.
body
One
Hundred
Alarms
Occurred
roadmaster there for the T. and E. V. Nearly
Carlsbad, X. M., Jan. 7. The com- calero reservation and by the settlers
The minister's horse was found tied
xne iNignt practical
Xew York; Jan. 7. It is estimated railroad.
uunng
of Eddv countv decider! at
nussioners
below the reservation. The judge has
JOKer at WOrk.
of the mov-iin- g
tnri.iv in nrluertiuo fm- to a tree in the village of Pine River.
cent
their
meeting
per
.thatsJfiarly
fifty
awarded to each contending party one-habids on three new bridges.
places will be forced out DEADLOCK OF LEGISLATURE
These His overcoat was in the buggy.
of the supply of water in the of picture
business by the new agreement of
7.
are
After
Jan.
bridges
Chicago,
answering'
PREVENTS INAUGURAL
important improvements,
river during the irrigation season
ninety-twfire calls in the bitter cold One will be at Artesia across the PLOT ON FOOT
moving
picture men. A $15,000
which is very satisfactory to all conan
to
an
last night, the fire department found Pecos river to accommodate travel
merger,
according
TO OVERTHROW KING
Springfield, III., Jan. 7. The legiscerned.
nouncement. just made, will end a
Another
They were called to from the pyins couritry.
is deadlocked on the canvass no rest today.
lature
The Mescalero or Apache Indians
picture war that has been in of the vote for state officers and there half a dozen fires due to overheated bridge will go in at Carlsbad and an-- !
Lisbon Jan. 7. During a banquet
are dying off rapidly, and in a few moving
for many months. The mer,
other across Black river near Malaga.1
progress
and
furnaces
and
stoves,
responded
no
be
the officers of the army in
be
will
v
inaugural Monday next,
.
wjjl
1.
Ti
years, the judge thinks, there
'PI,,.
.... me
ger will result, it is said, in crowding which is the date when the new state to sixteen alarms turned in by sdme
reeos
una
luttiis
ine
river
last night at which King
this
none of them left as they are very out of business
city
r
nearly 50 per cent of officers would be
hours it necessary to reach out for the bus. Manuel was
into office alleged joker. In twenty-fouinstituted
weak and cannot stand civilization.
present, a lieutenant pubhome-settlinthe moving picture places.
under ordinary circumstances. The up to 9 o'clock this morning the de- iness from the plains where
warned- the king that a plot to,
The reservation isto be made a forest
licly
are
in very rapidly.
George Klein, of Chicago, represent- senate is in
dethrone him was in the course if
readiness to go ahead partment answered a total of 114 steaders
reserve and thereafter is to be creseveral foreign manufacturers with
ing
calls. The thermometer stood at zero
the
Gov.
Deneen
of
mated as a public park. , It is a beautiinaguration
preparation. The officer declared furand a leader of the independents, Is
FORMER MILLIONAIRE
and all other state officers, but has today.
ther
that, he king was surrounded by
ful mountainous country with a great credited with
bringing the merger
HAS BEEN INDICTED
orserved
ShurtlelT
and traitors. Extra guards are
notice
the
deal of timber and a aplendid sheep
upon
spies
as
to
known
be
the
about, wheh is
in the house it will not FIRST DIRT THROWN
on
around the royal paiace today.
ganization
duty
range.
Motion Picture Patent company. This
ON SANITARIUM SITE
San Francisco, Jan. 7 James Tread-wel- l,
in a joint session to can-- j
participate
company took all the patent rights of
once a
one of
DRY FARMING CONGRESS
NOT AS OPTIMISTIC.
the Edison, Biograph, Armat, Jenkins, vass the vote until fully advised as' At. 3 o'clock this
the first the promoters of the world famous
afternoon
to
of
the
to
MEETS NEXT MONTH
relative
plan
procedure
Pross, Vitograph and Campbell comthe count which the Democrats de- dirt was thrown in the excavation of Treadwell mines of Alaska, and form-- )
,
panies.
Chicago, Jan. 7. Arthur Hale, chair-pos- it
On the ihe large sanitarium tc be erected by or director of the California Safe Do7.
mand on the governorship.
The
Jan.
Cheyenne,
is planned, it is said, to do away
of the efficiency committee of the
It
man
and Trust company, of this city.'
other hand the house is iu readiness the Sisters of St. Vincent's, on Palace
Dry Farming Congress will be with the sale
of
American
which
films,
Pita-vaRailway association, reports
which
outright
of
l
suspended during the panic
to hold a joint session for canvass- avenue. The Right. Rev. Bishop
held at Cheyenne, .Wyoming, Februcan only be rented from the
the
hereafter
! that he does not like to "knock"
bank-was
1907,
e
pick-axseized
and
adjudged
the
yesterday
invoking
ing the vote and to this end sent its
ary 23 to 25 inclusive. The call is Film Service association.
but that more than
gospel,
in
court
on
the
a
prosperity
federal
it
earth.
divine
the
nipt
into
petition
struck
to
favor
senate
resolution
sent to governors of states, agriculthe
joint,
today.
idle freight cars do not spell
Because of its inability to eet an un After loosening the soil he too a rib- - of the depositors of the bank. Tread-- 200,000
tural colleges, state boards of agrThe number, he says, is
con-- ! prosperity.
an
well
in
is
CATTLE
indictment
THIEVES
under
out
and
threw
Shutleff
organicultural colleges, state boards of agr
spade
derstanding from the
what it was last-yeaalmost
nection
failure
bank.
of
the
DOWN
ARE
with
exactly
SHOT
the
He then turned
ization the senate referred the house several shovelsful.
culture, and all executive officials of
at
time.
this
over
Governor
to
the pick and spade
resolution to a committee of three
cities, railroads and commercial bodWILL RAISE THE PRICE.
San Diego, Jan. 7. Advices re- and adjourned until tomorrow.
ies. The purpose of the congress as
George Curry who used them. The
HOLD MEETING.
set forth in the call is to discuss all ceived from Mesa Grande, forty miles
spade was then turned over to the by7.
And
whom
now
a
are
Jan.
of
matters pertaining to dry farming in from here, tell of 'a pitched battle IDENTIFY DESERTERS
number
Chicago,
standers,
they
large
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2 will hold !s
the arid region of the west, as well 30 miles from there between a gang
IN A NEW WAY used the spade and assisted in the in- going to boost the price of brooms is
broom
the
of
tho
formal
manufacassertion
a
regular weekly meeting this evening
as to tako steps looking to the greater of cattle rustlers and members of
ceremony; among them being
encouragement to this sort of farming vigilante committee organized to put Seattle, Wash., Jan. 7. A new sys Judge William H. Pope of Roswell', turers who have been in session here, i at Odd Fellows' hall on San Francisco
R.
L.
Representaiive-elec- t
Hon. Solomon Luna of Albuquerque. According to some members, there street.
from states and the national govern- a stop to the depredations of cattle tem of
identifying deserters from the
of
lodsis
the
noble
the
Baca
in
grand
been
has
a
San
Father
marked
Deraehes
the
ment. The congress will be a strictly thieves who are working In that lo- United States
of
Miguel
shortage
army has been put inwith great ability,
broom
corn.
William
of
Dr.
A.
others.
Massie
J.
presides
Ardner.jand
and
business aftair and the matters de cality.
crop
church,
to effect.' The war department has
of Amsterdam, X. Y., who presided
In the fight that followed the re- been
v
bated will be handled by practical
working on the matter for a
over the session, said that, price had
JAPANESE
BATTLESHIPS UNDER WAY.
men who are experts on the subjects. fusal to surrender, two Mexicans, an
COUNT
year. Today copies of circulars which
ATTEMPTS SUICIDE been advanced 50 cents per dozen since
Indian and a white man, all members are a
or the new system were
1908. "Fanners have found that raisof the band, were shot and killed and receivedpart
BURNED TO DEATH
Port Sad, Jan. 7. The American
at Fort Lawton.
is not as profitable
broom
corn
IN HOTEL FIRE one vigilante was seriously wounded.
ing
7.
whose
Count
Jan..
Tokio,
Toda,
battleships Georgia, Xew Jersey and
By means of these circulars every
as raising Indian corn," he said.
Nebraska have arrived here. The Virarmy post in the country will have a engagement to a royal princess was
Winchester, Ky., Jan. 7. The Fort NEW MEXICANS AID
ginia and Louisiana have proceeded
complete rogues' gallery of the de- recently cancelled because of the disView hotel , was totally destroyed by
EARTHQUAKE SUFFERERS serters. As soon as a man enlists a covery that he had been married while
ACQUITTED OF MURDER.
to Beirut, Syria.
fire early today. H. L. Earls, an emCarlsbad, N. M., Jan. 7. E. Mc- photograph is taken and sent on to a student at Cambridge, England, and
ploye of the Burley Tobacco Society, Queen Gray collected,
Media. Pa., Jan. 7. Mrs. Florence
today, over Wa'iinpton. while a full decriptinn who divorced tils wife after his reLICENSE REFUSED.
A traveling $200 for the earthquake sufferers in of the man Is sent, to all the
was burned to death.
army turn to Japan, today attempted to Erb and Mrs. Catherine Beisel, chargman,, name unknown, is missing and Italy and sent the amount to the Ital- posts. When a suspect is arrested he 'commit suicide by taking poison. The ed with the murder of Captain ClayMobile, Ala., Jan. 7. The state pro-- ,
several persons were dangerously in- ian Minister at Washington.
Other may be identified by reference to the attempt was unsuccessful.
The count ton Erb, the former's husband, were hibltion law., was upheld here today
jured while Jumping from windows. collectors are at work in the county , rogues' gallery at the nearest army, has been deprived of his seat in the acquitted today after the jury had been when a
liquor license was refused in
'
'The loss Is about $30,000.
under the direction of Dr. Gray.
out nearly eighteen hours.
post.
upper house.
the local probate court
j
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TERRITORIAL HEWS VOTES
(iiady The change in the mail
service which takrs place next week
will mean in ucli to t lio community. It
will pill tliv mull in l o Urarty twenty-- '
'our hours earlier linn it does now.!
Tim present service puis tlie mail int'i
Puerto one day and the fJrarly carrier!
gets it the next. The new arrange
inent will
the mail stralgh!
through the same clay. Puerto is now
the main distributing office and nl'
the minor offices in this section oC the!
county get their mail from that place.
It is desired that Grady should be
made the distributing point on ae-count of ils central location and convenience to the greater portion of the
plains country, and efforts to gain
this end will be made. It is believed
that this suggestion will meet with
the approval of the greater part of the
people.
Organizing Deputy Michael of the
Modern Woodmen of America
had
forty-onnames on Ihe charter for
camp, which Monday, January
4, was organized.
Select cantaloupes
grown in the
Mesilla valley were in demand in New
York at $4 per crate. This Is in excess of prices paid for Rock Ford or
Two thouImperial valley melons.
sand acres in the vicinily of Las
Graces will grow cantaloupes in 1009.
Actual work of 'construction will be
road
started on the Phelps-Dodgthrough Las Vegas next spring. The
final surveys have all been completed
and approved by the company and are
now on file in the New York offices.
At an Elks' regular meeting at. Las
Crimes, L. W. Case, secretary of the
lodge, after opening his desk, discov
ered that a tin box containing about
$290 had been robbed of its contents.
Russell Scott, his wife and Lige
Spencer, negro workmen were arrested. Scott confessed and implicated
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Incorporated 1903
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Leather.

tow-

:

The Man who Isln the Habit of putting FIVK DDL LARS Into n pair (
shoes bflievinK that FIVK lit LLARS is little enough anil not too much for good
shoes, should come here the next time lie wants a pah' mill net the best pair of
Rest Style,
shoes for Ktve liollars he ever bought. Rest
Come see about it.
"Thoroughbreds"!! line shoes are our lent? suit,

MR. FlvE DOLLAR SHOE MAN

Questions having arisen concerning
the fees to which the assessors of the
several counties of the territory are
entitled under the law regulating such
fees, Attorney General James M. Her-veholds that the county assessors for
1908 are entitled to 3 per cent of the
assessment collected instead of 4 per
cent as heretofore.
To the people up in the frozen north
it may seem strange to hear of bees
swarming on Christmas eve, but that
is just what occurred on the Rosedale
place, the residence of J. M. Conn,
near Artesia. On the afternoon of
December 24, Mrs. Conn was attracted by a familiar sound in apiary and
looking there saw a swarm of bees
gathering just as if it were the eve of
the Fourth of July.
In a quarrel at Alamogordo Wed
nesday of last week Refugio Gutunis
was stubbed through the heart and,
instantij' killed. He was from Mexico
and was a railroad laborer.
Many schemes for the division of
eastern New Mexico into new county
boundaries will come before the com
ing session of the legislature.
Artesia will renew its fight to take
a portion of Eddy and a portion of
Chaves counties with Artesia as the
county seat.
The people of western Eddy county
want a division which will take in
much of the western nart of Eddv
county and western Chaves county.
Clovis is agitating for a scheme that
will make that town a county seat.
This would, as proposed, take in parts
of Chaves, Roosevelt and Quay coun-

u

$206.
notes, diamonds and jewelry as ow as (10 and an Ugh
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to ona year. Rates art
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On

NATHAN SALMON.
The largest and the only

up-to-d-

ate

Phone
Santa Fa.

store

ia

108.

IT IS UP TO YOU

THE

MEW

m

WE WISH YOU A HAPPY
AND

A PROSPEHOUS ONE

ties.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.

Telephone

A Happy,
Bright and
Prosperous

CALL

AP

a

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

flit
a. Sayiu

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER
3C

11

A

ew Year

BECSSSBBEBEHBSSMHI

We lake this occassion to thank
you most sincerely for your past

J2

patronage and trust w 6 may merit
the same in the future.

ELIGMAI BROS.

CO.

WHOLESALE & RETAIL
DRY GOODS
Phone.
No. 36.

P.

For a Haifa Century the Leading Dry Goods House instlieCity

loaded pistol in a careles fashlion,
when it was discharged, the ball passing through the partition into Pino's
back and lodging in one of his lungs.
The vctim of the unfortunate accident was taken to his home at Escon- dida. Dr. Parvis who was called to at
tend him, removed several pieces of
clothing from the wound, and located
the bullet in the lower lobe of his
left lung. The doctor says that the
wounded man is doing well and that
the chances are good for his
A Religious Author's Statement.
For several years I was afflicted
with kidney trouble and last winter
I was suddenly stricken with a severe
pain in my kidneys and was confined
to bed eight days unable to get up
without assistance. My urine contained a thick white sediment and I passed same frequently day and night.
I commenced taking Foley's Kidney
Remedy, and the pain gradually abated
and finally ceased and my urine became normal. I cheerfully recommend
Foley's Kidney Remedy. Sold by all
',,
druggists.wr!!?

Quite a few of the farmers near
Montoya have signed a paper now being circulated, stating the number of
acres of broom corn they will plant
this coming season with a view to
causing sufficient machinery to be
purchased to harvest seed and bale
Made From Home Raise Pork
the same.
Serious trouble is likely to develWill bo delivered to any part
op in the townsite fight at Vaughn,
of the City. From 3 lbs up.
N. M., the new town at the crossing
of the Eastern Railway of New MexiTelephone No 148 Red
co and the Rock Island. The authoriMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
ties have revoked the licenses of the
saloons in the new town on the
grounds that there were not 100 peo- For Pure Cream and Filk
ple residing in the place. The residents of the new town are thoroughly
Wo Comply with the
aroused over the action. It is said
Pure Pood Laws.
that the people of the old town influenced the authorities to act as they
Telephone No 48 Red,
did, The closing up of the saloons
following close upon the murder of
Walsh, the storekeper, has caused a
feeling of unrest among the people of
LARGE QUANTITIES
both towns and further bloodshed Is
and
small quantities at prices
feared.
A deplorable accident happened at that make it worth your while to
the Spanish-AmericaAlliance's mas- purchase all.
querade ball at Socorro, N. M., ThursLUMBER
day evening, which came very near reus.
of
Farming Timbers, Siding
sulting in the death of Jeremias Pino
of Escondida. According to the state- Joist Shingles and every requiment of those present, the victim was site of the modern Builder. Give
standing with his back against a board us a trial ordor and we will feel
partition of one of the anterooms near sure of a continuance of your
the entrance of the aliance's hall. In patronage.
the anteroom were three or four parties who were masked as cowboys.
One of these parties was handling his

Mrs. Otto Retsch

n

C. W. Dudfow.

O. Box

219.

W0 in Fuel

Economy

Appearance
Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air

Tight Heaters
THEY

COLES
Downdraft
Air Tight

NEVER GO OUT

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolutel
Air Tight

COLES

Magazine for

Hard Cold

abce

The

cuts represent the nearest aproach
heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortupate
in securing the agency for this line and respectfully invite inspection of same. Owing to the fact
of having purchased heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.
to modern

Sausages

No. 40.

SB

f

n and

t

HOME MADE

Winter Grocery

11

y

at SALMON Store

Phone 108.

0

if n

J

the others.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

FApif

xtend

j

e

fete

The Five Dollar Shoe

Win.

7, 1908.
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FTC

Phone
No 14

W HARDWARE CO.

DIAMONDS
RIGHT PRICE8
RIGHT GOOOC

ktf.xj.Miot-w.r-

MEXICAN
--

RIGHT SERVICE
S46

C YONTZ

H.

of

FILIGREE

JEWELERY-

Phone
No 14

WATCHES
Eyu Tttted und
Fitted By Up-tDan Method.

o.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SIVERWAitE.
ton Franciaco Strut, Santa Ft. N. M.

For anything and everything appertaining to Printag or Binding
the Neir Mexican Printing Company.

call on

as

We
OF ANY BETTER REMEDY FOR COUGHS,
COLDS AND BRONCIIITS THAN COMPOUND
WHITE PINE TAR MENTHABOLATED

1C
SOLD BY

PHONE.
NO. 213.

.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

PHONE.
NO. 213.

THURSDAY,

SANTA
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reau of statistics likewise with
A
for December.
if
REFINED LEAD PRODUCTION 1903
New Mexico Military Institute
Geological Survey Estimates Show a
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Slight Decline.
"The
Wet Point of the Southwest."
The tolal production of primary reArmy Officers! Detailed by War Department.
fined lead, desilverized and soft, from
Array Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
domestic und foreign ores in IMS was
"A."
391,000
approximately
yhort
tons,
worth at the average price $:!2,S4 l.ooo,
Through Academic course, preparing young
ns compared to a production of 414,-palife. Great
men for college or for
Si tons in Htn7 and lOl.Gii'i tons in
amount of open air work. Healthleis location
nor;.
These llgures are exclusive of
of any Military School In the Union. Located
an estimate. ; output of 12,oo tons of
a thrt beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
antimonlal lead us against 9,910 tons
spot of tho West at an elevation of 3,700
"
in 1!7Of tli total production,
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
silverlzed lend comprised 2S7,roO tons
little
rain or snow during session.
a.--i
nuuinst 31 1,211 tons in 1907. The
Officers and instructors, all graduEleven
1
soft, lead production Increased to 103,-anate from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
a few new companies began pro-fotons compared to 9fl,fl8 tons in
Auction during the year. The rate of l'.M7. The increased output of soft
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and inudern, in all respects.
production has ben steadily increas-- , 1( ad accompanying a decrease In d'-in- H
v
t
$
and is now greater than at. any silvered lead means apparently that,
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
1
i&
"
.
otlivr time in the history of the Indus-- ' Missouri retains the first place among
""
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
states'.
try.
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
There was 50 per cent Increase in
The production of copper in 1908
A Fllyan
has been ascertained by 1.. C. Graton the imports of lead in ore and base
For particular and Illustrated catalogue
of the United States Geological Sur- - bullion, which amounted to 1 05.000
address.
vey, through personal interviews and tons, valued at SI. 100,000, as cowL Z
iL.
COL. JAt. W. WILLSON,
telegraphic communication during the pared to 0,538 tons in 1907. From
Superintendent
last days of the year. Except, one this It may be inferred that the pro- - ft
blisd
not
forion
of
desilverized lead of
small company, all producers of
J
ter and lake copper have furnished eign origin increased considerably
their latest exact figures, in most over that of 1907 which was 07,423
cases for eleven months, together tuns. The imports of refined lead fell
with estimates of their production for off considerably being I'.OO Ions, with a
are lo- - est alkalln Hot Springs In the worla.
the remainder of the vear. If these value of $200,000, against 9.277 tons in Thcie celebrated Hot Springs
Cliff The efficiency of these waters has
of
Ancient
midst
the
estimates are realized, the production 1907. The exports of foreign H.1 cated in the
e
or been thoroughly tested by the miracmnec
wesi
twenty-flvof blister and lake copper In 190S (lead of foreign origin smelted or re- Dwellings,
ulous cures attested to in the followof
Santa
north
and fifty miles
from ores mined in the United States, fined in the United States) show a Taos,
Bar-ncfrom
miles
ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rhrumrtlsm
twelve
about
and
will be greater by about r.0,000,000 similar increase of nearly ."0 per cent, Fe,
ana1 Rio Neuralgia,
Malaria, Bright's Disease
Denver
on
the
Station,
fi
at
$:!,02l,000
per cent being 73,000 tons, valued
pounds', or between 5 and
of
a
the
which
Syphilitic and Mercur-ia- l
from
Kidneys,
Grande
point
Railroad,
compared to 51.121 tons in 19o7. The
than that, in 1907, which was
Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
v
""7
pounds. It is wholly imiHis-sibl- exports of lead manufactures re- The
:s
o
waters.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
these
temperature
at this time to publish figures niained practically stationary, with a
12?. degrees. The gases are
80
lodging and bathing 12.50 per
to
.from
of state production that are reliable.: value of about 15000,000
Altitude
6,000 feet Climate day; $15 per week; B0 per month.
- sarbenic.
1o:u1
in
.LinnTho
stnrteil
of
nviep
but it, may bo stated concerning the
n6 delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and waits
throe great copper producing states, arv with a minimum of 3.025 cents per'"'
now commodious ho-- for SanU Fe rain upen request. This
- Ther- - '
"undthat Arizona and Montana show lame pound, rising to the maximum figure tel fof tne convenience of Invs.lds and resort is attractive at all seasons an4
4.00 cents per pound in August.
gains and Michigan shows little
from Con-Hi- p is open all winter. Passengers for Oje
peoP'
tothen
of
Production
declining slowlv to the close or.l0Mri,tB1907.
change from
Fe at 9 a. m.
v,.w York iMmption, cancer, and other contagl- Caliente can leave Santa
Tho nv.-n- ,
v(.nr.
tal refined new copper by works in
4 p. m., thr
at
Caliente
reach
and
not
Ojo
oua
are
These
accepted.
diseases,
this country cannot yet be given, but price for the year was 4.2 cents per waters
alka-Un- a same
For further particulars
of
contain
1,628.24
day.
grains
probably it will hardly equal the out- pound.
salts to the gallon, being the rich- - dress:
These figures of production were
which was 1,032,51G,2-1put of 1907,
'
prepared by Mr. ('. K. Siebenthal of
pounds.
the V. S, Geological Survey, from reof
Based on records of the Bureau
and estimates
the desilveriz-er- s
Statistics covering the first 11 months, portsand the soft leadbysmelters.
They
the 1908 imports of copper in pigs, are
believed to approximate the acat
about
bars, etc., are estimated
tual output very closely. The figures
iKiunds and in ore and matte
of imports and exports are obtained
adat about 53,000,000 pounds. With
from the records of the bureau of statdition for copper in pyrite, not inwith estimates for December.
istics,
cluded above, the total imports' may
IRA M. BOND.
be estimated as equivalent to about
210,000,000 pounds refined copper, a If
your Stomach, Heart or Kidneys are
decrease of about 13 per cent from
werk, try at least, a few doses only of
sim1907.
a
On
in
238,031,020 pounds
Dr.
Restorative. In five or
:
ilar basis the exports of metallic cop- ten Shoop's
TO
the result will surprise
days
only,
per are estimated at about 000,000,000 you. A few cenls will cover the cost.
pounds, the largest ever recorded, and And here is why help comes so quickan increase of about 30 per cent over
ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the Stomthe 508,929,401 pounds exported in
Kidach, nor stimulate the Heart or

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
COPPER PRODUC
'There is no Quinine, nothing whatever'
Land
Forest.
Coal
Not
'
or
Preventics.
harsh
sickenins in
TiON IN 1908
Thfse little Candy Cold Cure Tablets Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, X. M., December
act as by magic. A few hours and
Statement By U. S. Geological Sur- 2:!rd, 1008.
your threatening Cold is broken.
vey
Notice is hereby given that William
Candylike in taste, Preventica please
M
.
the childrenand they break the
Rogers, of Jemez Spring, X.
lo the copper industry ot me
erishness, always. And least of all is who,, on January 17th, 1!H)2, made United Stales, the year 1908 was a
the economy. A large box 48 Pre- homestead entry Xo. G7S3 (0300C) for
period of gradual' recovery from the
ventics 23 cents. Ask your druggist. EV2 XE',.i, SWVi NKVi and XKV4 SB severe depression suffered in the last
Section 25, Township 20 X., Range
"He knows!
Sold by Stripling, Bur
of 1907. Many producers that
2 E., X. M. P. Meridian, has tiled norows & Co.
had
curtailed or even suspend-- .
tice of intention to make final Ave ed greatly
production in that year began again
year proof, to establish claim to the to increase their output practically at
land above described, before register
the opening of 1908, and H spie of
or receiver, at Santa Fe, X. M., on the
low price of the metal, nearly all
1909.
12th day of February,
the important producers of 1907 were
Claimant names as witnesses: Hugh in
operation throughout most of 90S,
X. M.; Edfev-IH-

1--

Murray, of Jemez Springs,
ward McCauley, of Jemez Springs, X.
M.; Samuel Adams, of Jemez Springs,
X. II.; Elijah M. Fenton, of Juuicz
Springs, X. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

eti-mate-

bus-lues- s

rt

-

do-th- e

I

jVf

d

ti

.,
.

g

Register.
Fever Sores.
Fever sores and old chronic sores
should not be healed entirely, but
should be taken in healthy condition.
This can be done by applying Chamberlain's Salve. This salve has no
superior for this purpose. It is also
most excellent for chapped hands,
sore nipples, burns and diseases of
the skin. For sale by all druggists.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

--

i.

GJQ

1

e

eta-L'oar-

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

1

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

i

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses.are low and there are many opportunities
For Catalogue and further information, address the President.

General Express forwarders

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

:

All

1907.

LIVERY STABLE
CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

Haek

Hus Line

&

pi

CO.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

1

120 San Francisco St.
Call up 132 Black for Carriages.

ADOLF SEL1GMAN DRY GOODS CO.
IM

k

I.

il t

Tw Week
Special Sale

nly

Latest Novelties in Fall and Winter Dress
6oods.
:: ::

Of

U. 8. MAIX AND

Service Established Jan. 10, 1 80S.
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
nnd Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa
e and all points in the Bstancla Valley and western New Mexico.
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Rallwaj
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arriving at .Roswell at 11:00 A. H. Saving

ROUTE.

:::

Passengers over SO hours betweea
these points ovr any other rout
Full equipment of modern Cars ij
service securing comfort to passe
gers. Courteous and expert Chant
feurs In charge of every Car. Seat
reserved on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern Ky,
.

or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
Mexico.
baggage allowance 60 lbs. Auj
amount of Baggage can be carrier'
by notifying Company at Roswell.
,

J. W. STOCKARD Manager.

neys. Dr. Shoop'? Restorative goes
directly to the weak and failing
nerves. Each organ has its own controlling nerve. When th'se nerves
fail, the depending organs must of
necessity falter. This plain, yet vital
truth, clearly tells why Dr. Shoop's
Restorative is so universally successful. Its success is leading druggists
The prospect is bright at the pres- everywhere to give it universal prefent for a still larger copper produc- erence. A test will surely tell. Sold
tion in the year 1909, but it is evident by Stripling, Burrows & Co.
that the principal producers will,
more than in recent years, gage their
The Normandie Hoie!, Santa Fe'
operations by the consumption of the popular $1.50 a day hotel, is now tin
metal, which cannot at this time be der the management of Hush F. Du
Val. Extensive Improvements are be
safely forecasted.
SPELTER PRODUCTION IN 1908. ing made. 'the Cuisine materially imnew landlord propose,
Geological Survey Statement Shows a proved and the
to make the Normandie the best mod
Considerable Decrease.
hotel in the territory
The production of primary speller erate priced
a try.
hotel
this
Give
from domestic and foreign ores in
190S is estimated at 208,000
short
Many little lives have been saved
tons, worth at the average price,
Foley's Honey and Tar, for coughs,
by
as compared to 249,800 tons
colds,
croup and whooping cough. It
1907, 224,770 tons in 190G and 203,819
is the only safe remedy for infants
tons in 1905. Imports of zinc ore comand children as it contains no opjates
calapulsed 23,500 tons of duty-fre- e
or other narcotic drugs, and children
mine (silicate ore)' valued at $222,000
like Foley's Honey and Tar. Careful
and 30,500 tons of dutiable ore (carmothers keep a bottle in the house.
bonate and sulphide), valued at
Refuse substitutes. Sold by all
These imports, which were practically all from Mexico, show an increase of 15,000 tons over the quantiThe seats and record boofts for
ties of the corresponding ores impublic for sale by the New
ported in 1907, which .were 32.024 Mexlcwn Printing company at very
tons, and G.472 tons respectively. The reasonable rates. Seals for incorporexports of zinc ore also show an in- ated companies are also handled. Call
crease, being 20,108 tons, worth $877.-74- at or address the New Mexican Print
compared to 20,352 tons in 1907. ing company, Santa Fa. Nw Mexico.
The imports of spelter show a decrease of 50 per cent, being 894 tons
The Pure Food Law.
worth $85,000, compared to 1778 tons
Secretary Wilson says, "One of the
in 1907. The exports of spelter show objects of the law is to inform the cona marked increase, being 2,500 tons, sumer of the presence of certain harmvalued at $238,000, as against 503 tons ful drugs in medicines." The law rein 1907. The exports of zinc dross quires that the amount of chloroform,
were 8.C83 tons, in value $4S3,000, opium, morphine, and other habit
compared to 9,593 tons in 1907.
forming drugs be stated on the label
Prices maintained a uniform, but of each bottle. The manufacturers of
alvery gradual ascent throughout the Chamberlain's Cough Remedy have
year. The average New York price of ways claimed that their remedy did not
prime western spelter for the year contain any of these drugs, and the
was 4.73 cents per pound, the extreme truth of this claim is now fully proven,
fluctuation in value ranging from 4.32 as no 'mention of them is made on the
label. This remedy is not only one
to 5.15 cents per pound.
the safest, but one of the best in
of
doThe production of spelter from
use for coughs and colds. Its value
mestic and foreign ores, apportioned
has ben proven beyond question duraccording to the states in which
ing the many years it has been in gen"melted, was approximately, as fol- eral use. For sale
by all druggists.
lows: Illinois, 49,500 tons in 1908, as
Kancompared to 56,050 tons in 1907;
The New Mexican Printing com
sas, 98,000 tons in ,1908 and 134,108 in
pany has on hand a large supply of
1907; Missouri, 10,00 tons in 1908, and
pads and tablets suitable for school
11,732 in 1907; Oklahoma, 15.000 'tons!
the desk, and also for lawyers
in 1908, and 5,035 tons in 1907;, west-- ; work,
and
good every whero. We
merchants;
0
ern, eastern and southern states,
will sell them at 5 cents In book form.
tons in 1908, and 42,929 tons in
'
1907.
You would not delay taking Foley's
pre- Kidney Remedy at the first sign of
These figures of production,
pared by Mr. C. E. Siebenthal of the kidney or bladder "trouble if you realTI. S. Geological Survey, are based on ized that neglect
might result in
reports received from all operating Bright's disease or diabetes. Foley's
zinc smelters for the first eleven Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities
months, with their estimates for De- and cures all kidney and bladder is- cember, and are within a very few orders. Sol by all ruggists.
per cents of the actual output. The
If you want anything on
figures of imports' and exports are
try
obtained from tho records of the bu- New Mexican want "ad."

Stocks of refined copper are stilly
Domestic
very large.
undoubtedly
consumption of new copper will show
a decline trom the 485,000,000 pounds
of 1907. The average quoted price of
electrolytic copper at New York for
1908 was 13.20 cents.
The price at
the close of the year was 14.18 cents.

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE., HORSES, SIN6LE
BUGGIES, SURRlES, IUCKS.

CHA S. CLOSSON.

Proorietor.

ells Fargo k Compaq
Express

0

for self support.

W. E.

of

"ring

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
Civil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul"

i

CALlEfiTS HOT SPRINGS.

o
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35,-50-

Parts of the World-

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreiei Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

r

nassss:
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.
Second Semester Begins January 4, 1909.

110OM AND BOAKD AT

THE

ERSITY
uisrrv
rates.
at
reasonable

Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

627 wan

lamas ago

Francises Strsatt.

MM

and

Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Fsathcr andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems .
OUR MOTTO: T Have the Bast of Everything In Our Lint.

DUDROW & IM)NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING

--

106 Palace Avenue.

Telephone

142.

Night

152

Housa.

,
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SANTA

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.

at the Santa Postotriee.
Dally, six months, by audi

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Dally, per week, by carrier
Dally, per month, by carrier.. . .!
,6.1
Jallk per month, by mail
pally, per year, by mail........ 7. CO
,

Jj.75
2.00
1.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, fix months
Weekly, per quarter

,7E

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Tuo New Mexican is tba oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It U rent to
Dd
growing circulation
every postoffice In the Territory, and as a large
rwonle
of
the Southwest,
Aiaong the intelligent and progressive
-c -

Tj', ,'

T.

a-

-

t.i.

OSTEOPATHY
How's TWs?
A. WHEELON
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
treats
acute
and
Successfully
ward for any case of Catarrh that
chronic diseases without, drus or cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
medicines. No charge for consulta Cure.
tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.
Hours: 2
Toledo, O.
m.,
d. m. 'Phone 1K(5.
known F.
have
We, the undersigned
DR. F. C. BAKES.
J. Chenev for the last 15 years, and
Oculist.
believe him perfectly honorable in all
Office Hours,
A. M
P. M. business transactions and financially
Phone 615, Suite 9 Barnett Bldg.
able to carry out any obligations made-b.
his firm.
New
Mexico
Albuquerque
& MARVIN,
KINNAN
WALDING,
Lame Shoulder Cured.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Lame shoulder is usually caused by
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internrheumatism of the muscles and quickally, acting directly upon the blood
ly yields to a few applications of nd mucous surfaces of the
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. Mrs. F. H.
sent free. Price 75 cents,
McElwee, of Boistown, New Brunsbottle. Sold by all Druggists.
per
wick, writes; "Having been troubled
Take Hall's, Family Pills for constifor some time with a nain in mv left
pation.
shoulder, I decided to give Chamber
lain's Pain Balm a trial, with the result that I got prompt relief." For If you wan: anything on earth try
sale by all druggists.
a New Mexican want "ad."

The New Mexican's
Albuquerque
contemporary exclaims jubilantly that
the end of President Roosevelt's term
is drawing near, that his influence is
ATTORN
waning and that the rabble is shoutMAX FROST
ing "Dead is the king long live the
Attorn
which
But the Journal,
king!"
Vew Mexico
Snts Fe
charged the president with a heinous
G. W. PRICHARD
crime against civilization when;., ho
v
Attorney and Counselor at Law
asked Herbert J. Hagennan to step
In
all
Practices
the
Courts
District
aside for an abler and more worthy
man, forgets the virility of the IIooho-vel- p.nd gives special attention to casa
Ideas, how they have taken hob' before the Territorial Supreme court
of the popular imagination and how OAIm: LaufrhJin P.!k.. Santa F. N. M.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN
thoroughly they have been, Incorpe-rateAttorncy-rt-Lain the national legislation 'and
New Mexico
the federal departments during the Ls Cruces
Roosevelt may reA. W. POLLARD
past seven
Attorney-at-Latire from public activity for awhile
after March 4, but there is no danger!
District Attorney, Luna Count?.
New Mexico
that, his influence and his imprint .Domini,
upon American ideals and ideas will,
EDWARD C. WADE.
perish. There never was a president
Attorney-at-Lalike Roosevelt and there is not likely; Practices in he Supreme and Disto be one like him 'for many years to1 trict Courts of the
Territory, in the
come. He lias made Ms own mcu-- in Probate Courts and before the US.
historv and if the Surveyor General and TJ. S. Land
contemporary
United States followed the custom of Offices.
monarchies, it would henceforth call T.ds Cruces.
New Mexico
him, "Roosevelt the Great.
E. C. ABBOTT

DR. CHARLES
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system-Testimoni-
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A POLITICAL ANOMALY.
SCHOOL LEGISLATION.
The Forum In its January number
The territorial school laws should!
ho nnifw'Prt to conform with the ail-- calls attention to an anomaly in ihe
vancpd cilucntiomil ideas in the most political system of the United States,
progressive stales of the Vnion. Of which is of minor importance, and
interest. It
coarse, many of tlw present ideas yet is of considerable
For instance, says:
should be
Attorney-at-La"Congress last year was a calm
the plan of appointing a territorial
Several of the territorial exchanges
suevintendeiit of education for two and peaceful as a summer sea. The advocate the erection of industrial; Practice in the District, and SuPrompt and careful
years by the executive, is an excel- election was pending and inaction was schools by the territory. The idea isj preme Courts.
attention ,jiven to all buslr-essNow the eleclent, one. This superintendent should the adopted program.
an excellent one although necessarily,'
New Mexico
continue to have seuernl charge of all tions are over and there is greater territorial operations along that line Santa Fe,
members
on
freedom
all
sides.
Tire
&
RENEHAN
and
the
matters
public
DAVIES,
educational
must be limited. In addition to a terE. P. Davies
school system of the territory. But who have been defeated are under no ritorial school to train teachers for A. B. Renehan
Attorneys-at-Laliis salary should be at. least $3,000 a obligation to remain quiet, while those manual work, an earnest effort should
Practices In the Supreme and Disyear and he should be allowed $1,(100 who have been returned have not the be made to introduce manual instrucfor traveling expenses and $1,500 for fear of an immediate campaign before tion in, .the public schools.
As the trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
.
atnecessary printing. In addition, a their eyes. This situation attracts
of the people of the specialty. Office in Catron blocl,-rtihjority
great
New Mexico
clerk and two stenographers, at. $1,200 tention to an anomaly In our political ten itoif anust depend upon the culti- Santa Fe,
Some of these days, if the
each, should be given him to attend system.
CHARLES
F.
EASLEY
and
a
soil
for
of
vation
the
living
to routine business and the immense American people ever amend their not ail 04in be carpenters, printers or
(Late Surveyor General.)
to
will
exbe worth while
constitution, it
amount of correspondence be is
Attorney-at-Lacabinet-makers- ,
'the . main attention
Land and Minin? business a specpected to answer. Instead of appro- give careful consideration to a propo- should be given'to teaching practical
priating a lump sum under indefinite sition which will avoid participation .and theoretical agriculture and horti- ialty.
New Mexico
provisions for this purpose, these sub by a defeated member in further con- culture. As ground is very cheap and Santa Fe,
Under
the most school
sidiary employes should be paid gressional deliberation.
are ample, school
GEORGE B. BARBER.
grounds
monthly by the territorial treasurer present, system an election Is held in gardens, such as the New Mexican
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
upon warrants issued by the territor- November and the representative who has advocated for years, would form
Practice In the District Court and
ial auditor upon the salary fund. Kach has been repudiated by his constit- the foundation for such work.. There Supreme
Courts of the Territory.
county should, as at. present, have a uents returns to Washington to wield would not be much expense attached Prompt attention given to all busi
have a free lance. Sometimes defeated to that sort, of manual
would
who
superintendent
training and ness.
members do not take the trouble to
educational
and
schools
of
the
returns Lincoln County,
charge
far
New Mexico
'would
it
greater
yet
bring
affairs of the county. His term should return to the capitol, and even if they than mere playing with a plane and
FRANK
CLANCY
W.
be as at present for two years and his do occupy their seats they are natur- hammer or scroll saw.
Attorney-at-Lasalary $1,500 per year payable month- ally under the disadvantage of havine
District Attorney For Second Judic
If
is
at
home.
there
been
A
discredited
treasurer.
ly by the territorial
annual report of ial District. Practices in the District
The twenty-fift- h
clerk and a stenographer each, at no extra session and these sessions j the civil service commission presents Court and the
Supreme Court of the
the new
$1,200 per annum, should be allowed are held very infrequently
two facts that are astounding and that Territory; also before the United
him, while be should he expected to member does not appear in Washing- deserve thoughtful discussion. One is States
Supreme Court In Washington.
give his entire time to his public ton until thirteen months after be has the great increase in the number of Albuquerque.
New Mexico
issues
been
the
time
that
chosen.
By
duties.
for examination comapplications
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
The county school fund collected by which were paramount in the cam- pared with the year previous. These
Attorneys-at-Lataxes' and augmented by the territor- paign may have entirely disappeared, increased from 129,000 in 1907 to 167,-00- 0
seems
absurd
for
it
at
in he District Courts as
Practice
devoted
rate,
and,
be
any
should
ial apportionment,
in 1908. The, .other is the large
to the construction of substantial, the newly elected representative to number of appointments after exam- well as before 't,ae Supreme Court it
modern, brick school houses in every remain away from his post of duty for ination last year, a total of 41,000. In the Territory.
New Mexico
school district. There should be am- more than a year. The English sys other words, a multitude was eager Las Cruces
In Great to
tem seems more sensible.
ple play grounds and the most
MARK B. THOMPSON
enter the civil service and another
date ideas of sanitation, heating, Britain, as every one is aware, a par- multitude left civil service positions
Attorney-at-Laand even bathing, should be liament is dissolved when the minis- making room for new appointees.
lighting,
District
Attorney
Eighth District.
'
embodied in the plans for these build- try is overthrown. The question at There is no doubt that many young Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero coun
ings. A janitor at $73 a month should issue is at once submitted to the peo- men and young women are attracted ties.
have custody of these structures and ple, and when the result of the elec- to government positions, but that the Las Cruces ' 1
New Mexico
look after the physical comforts of tion has been made known, defeated more ambitious do riot long remain
HARVIE DUVAL.
the pupils. Teachers should be em- members retire to private life and m such positions but prefer to cut
Attorney-at-Lasuccessors
enter
their
immediately
ployed who can read, write and speak
loose to engage in work where there Land, Mining and Corporation Law ex- English and possess also, wherever upon the discharge of their duties is more competition but also more in clusively.' Practice in all the District
The with the vital issue uppermost in their centive and
possible, normal certificates.
greater chances to ad- courts and Supreme Court. Special atminds. If it were not for the extra
should
for
teachers
minimum salary
vance.
tention to perfecting titles and organhe $75 per month. School books and session which Mr. Taft has decided
izing and financing land and mining
other school paraphernalia should be to convene early next March, the
A modern brick hotel, comfortably properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
furnished by the territory. In Span- members of the house elected in No- furnished, and providing luxuries for Santa Fe,
New Mexico
ish speaking districts, instruction vember, 1908, would not tafte the oath those who desire them and could pay
M.
H.
DOUGHERTY
should be in English es well as in of office until December, 1909. It is a for them, would attract many tour
Attorney-at-Lasome
and
long
plan
school
The
interregnum,
superinles..
county
Spanish.
ists, who are now going to places
Practices In
tendent should be required to visit ought to be devised whereby it can be favorably situated than Santa Fe trict Courts the Supreme and Disof tho Territory. Office :
every school district in the county avoided."
where they can find the comforts such Socorro,
nw Mexico
once each school month and to examas the great hotels at Pasadena, Cali
of
Santa
The
population
AND
CATRON
local
'laboring
conditions,
GORTNER
ine thoroughly into
fornia, offer, for instance. Such
and especially into the enforcement Fe has no difficulty in finding employ- caravansery would be no competition
.Attorneys anu Counsellors at Law
Office: Catron Block
of the law compelling school attend ment and the workingmeu are receiv- to present hotels, except, perhaps, the
New Mexicoance. No money should be disbursed ing the best wages ever paid in this Palace, which it wouJd replace.
It Santa Fe.
from the county or district school city. Many more could find remun- would .pay this community to erect
L. O. FULLfcN
funds unless upon warrant of the erative work for there is a brisk de- such a hotel and turn it iver to as able
Attorney- - Law
bricklayers, and accommodating a host as the District Attorney Ninth District,
county superintendent and the latter mand for carpenters,
cabinet-makerblackshould be required to make monthly plasterers,
proprietor of the Palace. The Office over First National Bark.
first
class present
the
at
and
smiths
like,
territorial
to
the
superintendreports
Palace hotel occupies an excellent site Boswell.
sjew Mexico
ent of education. The latter should wages. This can be taken as a sure for that purpose; the grounds round
WILLIAM M'KEAN
report at least once a year to the sign that he territory is advancing about it could be parked and beautito the legis- rapidly, and the capital with the ter- fied and the structure be built in misgovernor and
Attornej
There are now In course of sion
ritory.
lature.
Mining am Land Law.
and be an archistyle,
construction an extension to the cap- tectural ornament to this city.
TAOS,
Nw
THE PO R ARE ALWAYS WITH itol, an executive mansion, a National
C. W. G. WARD.
Guard Armory, and Elk's theatre. A
US.
The man who fails to pay his just Territorial District Attorney for San
room sanitarium, one or
seventy-fivof taxes is as much a Miguel and Mora counties.
proportion
The legislature that convenes in, a two business1
blocks, a score or more
as the man who has his arms Las Vegas
few weeks will be asked to pass legisNew Mexico
grafter
of modern residences, a new depot for
lation that will enable the territory, the Santa Fe system and a Masonic up to the elbows in the public treasM. C. MECHEM.
ury and is looting it. In some re
or each county, to take care of its
Temple will also be under construc- spects the
is worse, for he
Attorney-at-Law- .
who
and
its
aged
paupers, its cripples
tion
shortly or are planned for sets a' bad example and gives an ex- Tucumcari,
New Mexico
are suffering for the necessaries of later very
in the year. The man' who has
life because of their inability to earn learned a trade and is sober and in- cuse to others to make falsified as- Jesse G. Northcutt
C. J. Roberts.
sessment returns or avoid paying
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS.
a living. It is the duty, although at
does not want for taxes that are
due. Arizona
justly
times an onerous one, of each com- dustrious, certainly
at Law.
opportunity of employment in New makes a return of taxables this year Offices: Attorneys
Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
munity to take care of its own poor, Mexico.
of $80,000,000 and in consequence, Colorado.
It is true, that it has been the boast
Arizona's tax rate is much lower than
of New Mexico that it has no poor
H. R. PUTNAM
Better light and pure water are that of this territory. New Mexico ;
houses and that none of Its people
U. S. Court Commissioner and
of
to
the
the
necessary
prosperity
$40,000,-00Arizona
should
go
ever starve, but the New Mexicans
and whatever company enjoys certainly
Conveyancer.
better in 1909 and not feel it.
are much like the Scotchmen, about city
of a municipal charter
Loans and Real Estate.
the
whom a friend one day remarked to for privileges
those purposes should be required It will not be
Texlco,
New Mexico.
"Do you know that there
practicable
Boswell:
to give satisfactory service. Citizens,
to Congress Andrews' to obtain . Correspondents askins Information
never was a beggar found starving
especially taxpayers and consumers an appropriation for a postoffice build concerning the Territory of New Mex
on the streets of a city of Scotland?
of light and water, who pay handing at Santa Fe during the present ico, promptly answered.
"This does not arise from want of
somely for these commodities, have congress, but he will introduce a bill
bpezarB." renlied Boswell, "but the a
right to demand this and to insist
W. A. FLEMING JONES.
impossibility of starving a Scotch- that their demands are enforced pt for an initial apropriation of $50,000
for that purpose at the first regular
man."
'
Bonds and Investments.
be
one
some
else
the
opthat
given
session of the new congress next DeNew Mexico has its paupers and in
furnish
to
these
U.
S.
Commissioner
necessary
for the- Third
portunity
cember, with every indication in faproportion to population it has a large commodities whether Wall Street
Judicial
of
New
Mexico.
District
convor of its passage and the speedy
number of persons who are in dire
sharks and thieving corLas Cruces.
New Mexico.
money
modern
circuma
struction
of
forced
thoroughly
by
need and who are
it or not.
like
Eastern
local
and
bank
references'.
porations
building for postoffice purposes in the
stances to theft. The commonwealth
and
State.
blind
Sunshine
capital of the
takes admirable care of its
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.
The principal streets of the city
its deaf and dumb and the many
Territorial Engineer.)
(Late
rock
cement
with
should
be
demohave
to
paved
It is rather strange
take care of the sick, but poor
Water Supply, Railroad
so
Irrigation,
be
that
bricks
blame
Mexico
may
New
of
paving
in
care
they
cratic
to
needed
take
fnrma nrfi
papers
and
Building.
Bridge
be
and
that
clean
the
city might
the republican party for the establishthose who are otherwise helpless and kept
New Mexico
more sanitary and healthy.
Other ment of forest reserves, when it was Santa Fe,
unable to earn a decent, living.
towns and cities have these Improve- Hoke Smith, secretary of the interior;
CONY T. BROWN
The churches of this city, regard- ments. Why not Santa Fe, especially under Grover Cleveland, who outlined
his
would
and
one
if
for
pay
or
the
reserve
every
just
denomination
first
forest
the
policy
parMining Engineer.
less what their
United States, and it was Grover
Secretary and Treasurer Nw Mexiticular views, should be liberally sup- fair share of taxation.
Cleveland who proclaimed the first co School of Mln.
ported not only by their members, but
New Mexico
with
blessed
forest reserve. Both Cleveland ; and Socorro,
is
who
Transcontinental
one
is
travel
becoming
by every
prosperity or an abundance of this so heavy that the Santa Fe system will Smith built better than they knew,'
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER
world's goods. Any church, ,no mat- run extra California Limited trajns and the most lasting result of their
Notary Public
ter what be the religious belief of its during January.. A certain indication administration Is this very forest polOffice with the New Mexican Printmembers, is a benefit to the commun- that prosperity has returned to the icy, so Inconvenient to a few stock
ity and brings about better morals country and that the election of Taft raisers hut of incalculable benefit to' ing Company.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
the entire people.
wag justified.
und better conditions.
1
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Professional Cards

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'y-Tre-

Entered as Second Class Matter

FE NEW MEXICAN SANTA FE,

PTIOPL B1P

TRE FIRST

.

OF SANTA FE.

t The oldest hanking Institution

In

New Mexico,

RUFUS J. PALEN, President,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice

Established

In

1870

JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier,

President.

ALFRED

H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier
Capital Stock,

I150.0CH).

nd

Surplus

undivided Profits, (63.600.

,

Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loan
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and col.
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for

,

Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and

J

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rlvate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rat!

,

j

exchange and

foreign

of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
txecutes ah orders of Its patrons In he banking line, and a,r.a to
xtend to thrm as libwl treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with bafety ana" the principles of tound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent, Trtie patronage of the public i respectfully solicited.
4

up-to-

w

WBLLIAE9 VAUGHN,

Pwpt.

Ons of the Best Hotels in the Westf
Cuisine and. Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fe, flew Mexico.

-

Washington Avenue
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN,"

-

--

HOTEL
J. E. LACOME
'

t-Law

Frcprietcr

fire-pro-

Ma-rfn-

e

tax-dodg-

m

Postal Telegraph Office
Commodious Sample Iocm
Long Distance Telephone Station.

1

Aj

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

f

FrfESS THE BUTTON WE

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION,
DO

THE REST,

Runs on the EuropeanPlanl

IM GORONADO hoiel
G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

;

-

Shy-lock-

hos-nital- a

(Ml,

..,...;?;

J

j

..

FIRST CLASS REST AURANT IN CONNECTION
Electrtc Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

, RATES 50c. Up.

iior anything and everything appertaining
Printing Company.

on the New Mexican

KODAKS & PHOTO

SUPPLIES

to Printum or Biiidina
.

a ART

,

PICTUBIS

.;

AND FRAMING

DEVELOPING'PRINTING
We Make a
AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
Send for Catalogue.
Mail orders given prompt attention.

O"

HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
t
510 S. Broadway, Las Angeles, Calif.

(

THURSDAY, JANUARY

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

7, 1908.

i'JS,

&A-NT-

M.

JS.

FVrt

I'.vt.

(

fa
.

C. H. BOWLDS, Cashier
P. P. KNIGHT, Asst. Cashier.

'
S. REED, President,
A. PERRY, Vice President

rUlAOUHML
mmai,,'t-"i,JLi'v'"-

$50,000.

TRUST

M.

SANTA FE,

to all
Prompt and careful attention
business entrusted to us.
We pay 4 per cent on time Certificates
and Saving Accounts.
YOUR

BUSINESS SOLICITED.
B. LAUGLING

C. H. BOWLDS

J. GREEN

H. S. REED

H.HANNA.

SXS35K33

WE WISH YOU ALL
AND PROS

Y

PEROUS NEW YEAR
And take this opportunity to THANK our customers for their
LIBERAL PATRONAGE during the past year.
-:-

our motto

-

FOR THE COMING

-:-

-

YEAR WILL BE THE SAME AS THE PAST
QUANTITY and QUALITY

We will at all times give our customers the BEST in the Market
o
at the lowest possible prices- -: o

FE MEAT

SANTA

LIVE STOCK

&

CO.

ARE OFFERING

I

Exceptional Values In
FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS
IN AND SEETHE PRICES COME
COME rALL
THE NEW NEWEST STYLES IN
Iron Beds, Linoleum Lace Curtains etc

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO
HOUSE FURNISH AND UNDERTAKERS

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
faticcal Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

iWanaoer for Mew Mexico

All,

Santa Fe,

N. M

Catron Block

i

n

mm:
mm

S
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fcM:E?&V:;,

Mot Blast

Ifewn Draft

w"c

t

-

The Greatest

Vesting Sale of the Century

BEST

ROCKING CHAIRS, SIDE BOARDS
DRESSERS AND CHIFONIERS.

The Color ada

i

women use

The

;

r.

va

careful

All

OPERA HOUSE

-

r.

"

neat

.

N. A. PERRY

A HAPl'--

r

l

DIRECTORS

ft

a u

i

llarvio Duval, attorney, la in Colorado Springs on le'jal business.
U
Grunsfeld
Alfred
(irunsfekl of
7T
ST
j
Brothers, Albunorquo, lias gone on an
eastern business trip.
Ralph McMillon, supervisor of the
.Tenie', forest reserve, went to Espan-olt.wm
this morning on official business.
,1. Hawkins, who lives in the city of
j
t .v--.
Baltimore Is here looking into territorial condiLions. The f'alace haa him
vStop and figure out
as a guest.
how much rnouey you
A. E. Powell, assistant superintendent of the Wells-FargExpress comwould save if you cut
pany, with headquarters In Denver, is
in Albuquerque.
your fuel bills right in
Colonel E. V. Pobson, a well known
two, and still doubled
Albuquerque attorney, Is a guest at
the heating powtr of
the Claire. Legal' business brought
Woman who Buffer from severe
him to the city.
headaches, and all diseasyour coal. The result
es due to a torpid liver, should
Highlnio Romero of Ranches (ie
not fill their stomach with calwill be the strongest of
Taos and Delflno Martinez of Tat).;
omel and other drugs.
are late arrivals in tlie city.. They
all arguments why you
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
came to vis!t relatives.
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
Judge James O'Brien of Caledouij,
ought to own a Wilson
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
M nn., is in Las Vegas, the guest of
Hot Blast Heater. It is
and all Liver Complaints.
V. S. Attorney and Mrs?. D. ,7. Lear.y.;
Mrs. C. D. Phllley, Marble
th- - latter beln,i his daughter.
constructed upon cn
Falls, Tox. writes: I find HerF. Robert Stevenson, a tourist hailnrin- tirelv orip-inuoine the best liver corrective I
ing from West Haven, Connecticut, is
ever tried. It has done my faseeing the sights of Santa Fe and has
ciples, which are so
mily and myself a world of
a room at the Palace hotel.
recommend
I
to
it my
good.
thoroughly efficient
Reid Hollonian, of Tucumeari, was
friends."
- PRICE SOc.
in the city yesterday to be admitted
and practical as to
to the bar. He recently came from
maki; the Wibon the
Ballard Sircw Liniment Co.
.Indiana and is city attorney of Tucum
carl.
ST. LOUIS,
greatest heater in the
MO.
Dr. W. X. Macbeth, proprietor
world. Chief among
the Booster cigar store of Albuquerque, has returned from Faywood Hot
these is the famous
Sold and Recommended by
Springs where he took the baths for a
FISChER DRUG COM PAN t
week.
J. W. Compton, of Santa Rosa, was
nt. the Episcopal council of the seventh
in the city yesterday to be admitted to
district which is in session there, and
Mr.
practice law in the territory..
which council district includes New
from
came
Compton recently
Mexico. At Lainy Mrs. Prince will be
through which all pases generated are
met by her son, William B. Prince,
George F. Evans, jr., of Tucumeari,
burned, eliminatirts.r n't
was in the city yesterday and was ad- - who will accompany her to the Prince
Sunshine
near
ranch
lt
Espanola.
came
He
niitted to the bar.
MONEY in your Pocket, COAL In your bin, and COMFORT In your home
necently
W. P. Garside of El Paso, traveling
from Kentucky and is in the real esUS-W- E
toowna Wilson-SE- E
CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
freight agent of the Atchison, Topeka
tate business.
Only CoTiD't
SELL
FURNITURE
&
Phone No. 83.
Santa Fe Railway system is in the
in the CityGeorge S. Klock, Albuquerque attorney, is in the city and looked af- city today on raijroad business1.
W. H. Simpson, advertising agent of
ter legal business with the territorial
the Santa F.3 Railway syvte'4? v.ln
supreme court. He is a sojourner at'
"
headquarters 'n Chicago, is (siting
the Palace hotel.
A. W. Hockenhell,
of Tucumeari, the Grand Canon of the Colorado in
was in the city yesterday to take the Arizona.
He recently came
bar examination.
from Missouri and will practice his
(Continued On Page Eight.)
profession at Melrose.
J. M. Archulette, a merchant aid
lumber manufacturer of Edith, which
is now a town in New Mexico is here
on personal business. He has apartA. M. DETTELBACH.
ments at the Palace hotel.
D.
J. Leahy,
United States Attorney
who resides in East Las Vegas, is
here and present, at the sessions of
the territorial supreme court, in which
Kent u re
All
he represents the United States.
, Pedro Lucero, of Pinos Wells, Torrance county, a staunch Republicail
and member of the board of county
commissioners of Torrance county, is
W. N. Townsend & Co.
in Santa Fe today on business.
"THE RACKET STORE"
J. E. Haines of Albuquerque, depwas
United1
States
marshal,
Santa Fe. N, M.
uty
among yesterday's arrivals here and
GENTS;
Every
took a room at the Palace hotel. He
MONDAY
and THURSDAY
Beginning at once we are inaugurating in every town
came to the city on official business.;
5 cents
Admission
W.
and City in the United States the biggest Sale on fancy
Parker
Associate Justice Frank
10 cents
Reserved seats
of the territorial suprem court, was
vestings that the Century has ever known.
among yesterday's arrivals in town
8:30.
7:30
and
show
at
We will perform a surgicaloperation on all quotation and
Evening
and has rooms at the Palace. He at3:30.
at
Matinee,
Saturday
carve deep down to the bone of our work shop cost.
tended the session of the court today!
Myron B. Keator, recently of Roxf
Ifyoudont pulverise competition while
bury, NN. Y., was among those admitted to the New Mexico bar yesterday
this sale is on
Mr. Keator is located at Tucumeari
If you dont establish yourself and the
and is a law partner of C. C. Davidin
son.
Royal line as the biggest value-giver- s
one
of
of
T.
Brown,
Socorro,
Cony
your Territory.
the best known and most successful
THEN, frankly something is wrong with
mining engineers In the southwest,
the
advertising you use,
has been called to Chicago on important mining buiness. He will be absent
about ten days.
M. J. Vane, chief of the office of
occupancy in the Forest service in
and
Washington, is in Albuquerque
ENGLISH WALNUTS
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Sho w

Change of Program

HE

H.S.

siras.

1908 CROP

has temporarily assumed the direction
of affairs of the office in the third dis-trict succeeding Hugh H. Harris,
whose death occurred Monday.
A. A. Keene. for many years the efficient land commissioner of the ter-- :
ritory, is now in Albuquerque engaged
as confidential bookkeeper with the
American Lumber company in the
Duke City and wishes to be remembered by his friends here. Mr. and Mrs.
Keene are very well.
G. R. Roberts, brother of E. W. Roberts, federal building insifcctor at Albuquerque, has arrived in the Duke
City and will make it his home. Mr.
Roberts Is an englner by professipn
and has taken an office in the
Mrs. Roberts
building.
came with Mr. Roberts.
J. D. Cutlip, of Tucumeari, was
among those who were admitted to the
New Mexico bar yesterday. He was
recntly elected probate Judge and
the duties of that office Janu
first.
ary
Judge Cutlip was originally from Parkersburg, West Virginia,
and has been living at Obar.
L. Bradford Prince, who
has been east for the past three weeks
in Washington and in New York, and
Mrs. Prince started
yesterday for
home. Mrs, Prince has been very ill
but is now much better but must keep
very quiet for a while. Judge Prince
will remain over a day in Topeka,
Kansas, lnorder to deliver an address

Every Single
Breasted Vesting

$2.25

REGARDLESS OF PREVIOUS QUOTATION

and

1

F

OR MEN WARM

PAJAMAS

Men's Pajamas, nice warm ones
too; made of flannelette, figures and Stripes, these have no
collar; trimmed with white silk

braid.

Very warm and exceed-

ingly good values

Luna-Strickl-

AT THE PRICE PER SUIT $2.00.

JULIUS H. QERDES

e

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

Monero

'

$4.50 per ton

'

Cerrillos"

1908 CROP
EVAPORATED
PEACMFS.
PEARS,
APPRIC0TS
PLUMS

5.25

"

6.00

"

We frankly admit that this remarkable sale is an advertising plan that every VESTING you sell at these prices will
be sold at a loss to us.
This sale is not a money making scheme, either for you
or for us' it is a plan to show every mother's son in your
towu the kind of tailoring we turn out and we expect you to
sacrifice your profit just as we do ours.
Every SINGLE VESTING should be retailed by you at
$2 75. The 50c gives vou jour margin for express charges
YOURS TRULY,

THE ROYAL TAILORS

New Figs

er

Chicago
TABLE RAISINS
'

The Big Sale

?

:

SEEDED RAISINS
and

i

CURRANTS

Ex-Go-

AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump

ALMONDS

CI

T

RON

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
New

A. T.,

S. F. Depot

Phone No.

85, Offloe Garfield Avenue,

0. K. BARBER

a C. WATSON

C. A. BISHOP.

O. C WATSON & COMPANY

SWEET CIDER

IF YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, UR SELL A MOD-

and W. M. Perry

All flrst class barbers In charge. Call an
give u a trial at O. K. Barber Sboo.

247 San Francisco Street

.

i

COTTAGE,

ON US

H.

.

I

Racket Store

i8jt7heon

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

SHOP

I
FIVE CHAIRS
W ITH-- T. W. Roberts, E H Baca
F. S Rivera, Al.G, Slaughter

York.

BETTER HURRY THESE SAME VESTS HAVE BEEN
SELLING AT FROM $4.00 to 7.50.

ERN

Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

& New

S. KAUNE
'PHONE

8 CO.

!S.

:

:

-

CALL

We Also Have Several Business Properties

For Sale.

INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS.

Hi
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Kept in Stock and for Sale by the
tanta Fe New Mexican Conforming to the Laws of New Mexico.
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LEGAL BLANKS.

flew Nexica Central Ifaildoad; Time Table
KKAl) DOWN

M.

tleapingCoalsofFire
Copyright,

Mining Blame
sheet.
Amended Location. Notice,
sheet
of
Publisher,
Agreement
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet
Notice, Mining Location,
Placer Mining Location, 4 sbet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,

o in

4 05 p 111
3 0'i p 111
2 22 p 111
1 55 p 111
1 25
p III
1 00
p 111
12 25 P HI
11 55 a 111
11 35 a in
10 45
Ill

by American Press Asso
elation.

190$,

2

(

MASONIC.

Palace.
Ed. H. Mann, Alaniogordo; Forest
T. Cartwright, John A. White, Albuquerque; T. S. Hunt, Las Cruces; J.
-

Monwzuni,. Lodge No
ft A. M. RegM. Archulette, Edith; Judge F. W.
ular communication
first Monday of each
Parker, Las Cruces; W. C. Reid,
month at
George S. Klock, Albuquerque;
Hall at 7:30 p. ra. '
Elizabeth Morrison, Elizabeth Sharpe,
J. A. MASSIE,
Pagosa Springs, Colo.; J. E. Haines,
C. A. Carrnth. Anto-nito- ;
Worthy Master.
Albuquerque;
II. A. Coomer, city; H. G. Held, IALAN R. M'CORD, ijecrotaiy.
Denver; Alexia Durant and mother,
St. Louis; F. Robert Stevenson, West
S.oir,-- . Ffl Ohanror No. 1
Haven. Conn.: A. H. Dunne, Kansas
R. A. M. Regular conCity, Mo.; J. H. Bejelm, R. H. Hopper,
gestion seoni Mondny
New York City; J. K. Reece, Mar- Sij-'of each month at Mashall; J. Haskin. Baltimore.
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. ia.
Claire.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
E. W. Dobson. James D. Davidson, ARTHUR SELICMAN.
Secretary.
Albuquerque; G. G. Hart, New York;
Jack Haswell, Harry L. Patton, Tex-Santr, Fe Commandary
ico, N. M.; W. W. Bacon, Albuquer-No. 1, K. T. Regular
A.
M.
que;
Jackley, Alaniogordo;!
conclave fourth
Mon- ?
Prank F. Jennings, Michael Vatter,
In each month
at
day
L.
W. Estus, Omaha; W. P.
Willard;
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Gnrdslde. El Paso; E. E. Ford, KanJOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
sas City; D. J. Leahy, Las Vegas.
'H. F. STEPHENS. Recorder.
Kormandie.
Joiin Fenhandle, GreenvllK, Arkan
sas; Ada T. Thompson, Buen.i Vista;
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
M. S. Murphy, Espanola; Charles Har-rol14th degree, Ancient
and Accepted
Pueblo; J. D. Cutlip, Tucumcari; Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
J. M. Compton, Santa Rosa: E A. on the third Monday of each month
Blikenstaff,
Stanley, D. R. Carter. at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Blanco; J. Meyer, Estancla; M. J. Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Stoops, Espanola.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
Coronado.
,
dially invited to attend.1
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. R. Coloard, D. M.
CHAS. A, WHEELON, 32,
Coloard, Joe B. and Myra Coloard,
Venerable Master.
Pryor Creek, Oklahoma; E. W. Estus,
HENRT P. STEPHENS, 14,
Omaha; E. Mason, Raton; Pedro L.
Secretar
Torres, Celestino Gena, Pinoswells.
U. P. O. E.
1, A. F.

Tlic Rev. Marcus Butterlield toiled
arduously for years to pay off the
61
At
IiV.
mortgage of St, Murk's church.
6,140
KSTANUIA
68
6 06 p 111
A r.
he
the
to
last
down
gut
$3,
mortgage
6.125
W'illlard
fi 39 p 111
80
.!
6.210
DOfl, and Ihere it stuck. The sector was
ProKivso
92
7 (IS) p in
6.295
Kiiiiu'ii
99
7 28 p III
a
0,4751
getting on in years and was nut calla
TiirraiH'e
sheet.
Ar.
U6
8 10 p m
5(1 a m
12
!l
lo
49
ble of the energetic efforts be had
Torniiu'i'
Ar,
2 13 H
sheet
8 48 p
Mining Deed,
10 40 a m
l,v, 1(1 40 p ill
Kansas Mty
7 00 H 111
Al
9 30 p 111
sheet.
02 p
10
Lease,
8
69
(I
formerly made.
Mining
7 05 p III
St.
7 55 a 111
9 00 p 111
11 30 p III
fi 50 H III
11 45 a III
sheet
Coal
Mr. r.uttcriield's congregation never
Statement,
Deelatory
1 15 p III
6 20 p III
Kl 1'itso
5 50 p in
8 00 R ill
Ar,
Statement with had a thought of being dissatisfied
Coal Declaratory
Power of an Attorney,
with him till Miss Amelia Tetllng, tif
Tickets to ail parts of the world. Pullman bertha reserved. Exclusive
e
sheet.
of
various
years old, with three short
the
and
literature
sgency for all ocean steamship lines, Booklets
Affidavit and Corroborating Non-mi- n
ffb.zly curls on each temple, told
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers,
sheet
eral Affidavit,
them they were. Miss Tetling made
free upon application.
sheet up her mind that she would underNotice of KigL to Water,
markets.
Western
and
all
to
from
and
Eastern
freight strvica
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
mine Mr. Butterlield with a view to
J. P LYNC.
sheet.
Securing a man in his place who could
sheet.
CITY FRSiCHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
Affidavit of Assessment,
raise the required $3,000. When Miss
Stock Blanks.
Tetling determined to accomplish any
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven- Tinng sue usuany am it. Slie began
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand.
liy calling Mrs. ISceswick's attention to
riill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks, 40 the fact that the pastor's voice was
cents per book.
becoming husky.
Miss Telling's next move was to re
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
mark to Mrs. Beadle that the pastor's
eVndor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
wife seemed to have lost interest in
Bill of Sale Range
Delivery,
the welfare of the congregation.
Mrs.
Bheet.
tea die hadn't thought of It, but now
Bill of Sale,
shet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han- it was mentioned she remembered
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Record- that Mrs. Buttorfield had not been lu
her bouse fur a year. True, Mrs. But- sheet.
ed Brand,
tcrfield
had been ill most of that time,
Hanto
Drive
and
Gather,
Authority
dle Animals Not Bearing Owner's Rec- nut tne remark set Mrs. Beadle to
She mentioned the matter
thinking.
orded Brand,
sheet
to several members of the congregasheet.
Certificate of Brand,
tion, and all but one said they, too,
Justice of the Pea ;e Blanks.
liad the same complaint to make.
sheet
Appeal Bonds,
Miss 'Jelling, following up her Initial
Appeal Bonds, Criminal, 2 sheet.
efforts
with "little drops of water, little
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
of sand," in time arrayed a par Croup positively stopped In 20 minSanta Fe Lodg No. 460, B. P. C. a
Appearance Bona on Continuance, trains
utes, with Dr. Shoop's Croup Remedy. holds its
behind
in
her
the
matter
ty
of
regular session on the sec-n- d
getting
sheet
(J. P.)
One test alone will surely prove this
and fourth Wednesdays of each
Bond of Appearance, (District, Court) rid of the rector. Her group finally truth. No vomiting, no distress. A
s
of the congregamonth. Visiting brothers are invited
omprised
2 Bheet.
No 2
Miles From
safe and pleasing syrup 50c. Sold by and welcoma.
Miles From
No. 1.
while
the
tion,
DAILY
were
other
STATIONS.
third
Raton
equalDAILY
sheet
Justice Quarterly Report,
l'ti Molnesj
Stripling Rnrrows & Co.
T. P. GABLE,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
eheet ly determined to keep him. Mr.
The N . ., .uBAiuau Prutrag company
learned
moveof
the
Exalted Ruler
finally
5 30 p, m,
49
Bheet
Complaint, Criminal,
Lv. lies Moines,
10 00 a. m.
N;i(M. Arr,
6 15 p. m.
45
ment that is, he learned that "a few Is prepared to furnish cards ae vite
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4
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and
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" liedman
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Automobile
leaves Rosnoon.
at
12,
68
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and
Stomach
Mr
Liver
Tablets.
J.
them."
him
"
half a year's
They gave
9 43 a. in.
41
i-- 4
77
Peace
6 15 p, ni.
Oerrososo
Proceedings,
1
Complaint,
at
Torrance
for
well
25
p.
m., and ar9
a. in.
Lv.
6 35 p. in.
Arr
in
salary and resolved to call on him for P. Klote of Edina, Mo., says: "I have
83
OlMARKON N. M.
7 60 a. in. sheet
10 p. m. The fare,
Arr.
7 08 p. m.
at
Lv.
Torrance
rives
at
used
a
different
medicines
nn
occasional sermon, for each of
great many
7 40 a. in.
50
Lv
N. M,
86
Nash
eneet
i. 10 p. m.
Warrant,
"
7 25 a. in.
63
which he was to be paid $15. "Could for stomach trouble, but find Cham- jetween Sant Fe and 'Torrance is
89
7. 23 p. m.
Harlan
4
7
00
a.
sheet.
59
Commitment,
in.
Ros94
7. 45 p. m.
Ute Park
anything be more generous?" remark- berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets $5 . 80 and between Torrance and
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet
automoon
seats
Reserve
$10.
beneficial
more
ed
than
to
well,
Miss
other
Mrs.
Aben
any
rombie.
remedy
Tetling
Attachment Bond.
sheet
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
Mrs. Abercrombie was of the party
ever used." For sale by all drug bile by wire J. W. Stockard, manager
sheet.
Attachment
m.
6:15
Writ,
M.,
p.
utomobile Line.
of the pastor's supporters.
gists.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
she
"Just
"Very
generous,"
replied.
4
sheet.
1:55 a. m.
think, he has been even better treatN. M.
at
meets
trains
Preston,
van
sheet
for
Execution,
M.,
Houten.N.
Stage
ed than was our Saviour."
sheet.
Summons,
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
"What do you mean?"
SOUTH BOUND.
sheet
NORTH BOUND
Subpoena,
; "He hasn't been crucified."
4
J. P. Complaint,
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
sheet
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
(
Mr. Butterlield found it impossible
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
to get another church. He had none of
C.
Search Warrant,
sheet
TracK connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with
for a new position.' He
the
Certificate of Marriage, 75 cents per was requisites
V
S. at Des Moines, E. P & S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
too old; his voice was impaired;
dozen.
"Elastic" Bookcas
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
he lacked ylin. Most of the churches
Official Bond,
sheet.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
the original ano only perlooking for a rector were languishing
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet
LUll
fect sectional bookcase
and wanted an energetic young man
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of with business alent to build
made. The doors are non-- j
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
them up.
Lobo, Mortgage, full sheet.
Elizabethtown,
operbinding,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
nut
would
off
mortSimple piety
pay
ate on roller bearings, and
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
gages. He got some work to do for a
positively cannot get out
Guardian's Bond and Ooath,
2
publisher of religious literature, but
W. A. GORMAN.
of order. Bases furnished
J. van HOUTEN;
H, J, DEDMAN,
sheet.
the pay was Inconsiderable. lie moved
with or without drawers.
V. Dres. and Gen Mgr. Gen- - Pass- - Age H
Letters of Administration.
sheet. into a cottage and kept bis family
Call and see them, or
Superintendent
Administrator's Bond and Oath, 2 from starving as best lie could.'
send for catalog No. 105
RATOV.N.W.
RU0N,
RATON, N iH.
sheet
By the New Mexican
During Mr. Butterficld's prosperity
Letters Testamentary, 2 sheet
he kept a horse and buggy. One morn- Printing Company, Local
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet Ing when his friends were gone and
agents. 8anta FF., N. M.
Satisfaction of Mortagage,
he
his
bis
drove
into
larder
sheet,
empty
rig
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note, the city to sell it. He was turning a
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet, comer when an automobile coming in
sheet.
Lease,
the opposite direi'lion ran into his
Lease of Personal Property,
buggy, smashed it, but left the clergysheet.
man unhurt.
Chattel Mortgage,
"You Idiot!" exclaimed the man drivsnuet.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
ing the idiloniobile. "Why did you
Power of Attorney,
turii to the left?"
shevt.
4
"P.evnuse." gasped poor Butterlield,
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
11:10 A. JH.
"I supposed you wanted room to swing
Bheet.
Mortgage Deed,
'
Mortgage Deed without Insurance round the corner."
A crowd collected. Mr. Butterfield
P. M.
sheet.
Clause.
Be in El
wore a clerical garb, and all saw th.it
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
lie was an Inoffensive clergyman. They
sheet.
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF. YOUR BUSINESS, REto
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to
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at
auto
the
sheet.
pay
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Option,
MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
for the damage he had done.
Notice of Protest, 4 sheet.
"All right," be said. "I wish to do
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
DEAL
BUSY PEOPLE
OF TIME.
ARE USING RUBBER
what is just and liberal, though I'm a
sheet.
NOW
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MORE
THAN
EVER
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The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journey via
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anylawyer, and it wouldn't cost
Warranty Deed, 2 sheet.
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
to
a
defend
suit."
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taking
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thing
the S. P. C. and E.. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
out bis poeketbook, he drew a card
heet.
n
this splendid service the first time you have occas-siofrom It and a pencil and prepared to
sheet.
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to go El Paso.
for
Application
Bounty for Killing make
"What's your name?" he asked.
4
ivVild Animals,
PRICE-LIS- T
sheet.
"Butrerfleld."
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed.
V. R- - STILES,
One-lin- e
"First name?"
Inches ong
15c
Stamp, not over 2
Township Plats, 4 sheet.
General Passenger Agent.
"Marcus,"
Each
Township Plats, full sheet.
additional
line
on
same
10c.
stamp,
The man looked up at the clergy-rui- n
El Paso, Texas,
Deed of Trust, full sheet,
One-lin- e
and not over 3 2 Inches long
20c.
Stamp, over 2
and surveyed him critically.
General Blanks.
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15ft,
"Any other name?"
Bond of Deed,
sheet.
"Autonius."
Or,e-lin. 25c
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 Inches long
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
"By thunder!" exclaimed the auto
Each
20c.
additional
on
line
same
stamp,
1
Bond, General Form,
2heet
man.
One-lin- e
Release of Deed of Trust,
5c.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per inch
sheet.
"What's the matter?" .asked the clershee'u
Each
additional
same
Relinquishment,
line,
gyman, surprised.
price.
Homestead Affidavit,
i
"You a son of Charles Stanton ButTO
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Homestead Application,
terlield?"
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
Borders ot an shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
sheet.
"Yes."
'
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the
Homestead Application,
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
"Nephew of Anna Marin Stanton?"
6heet.
Where type used is over one-haInch inch In siz, we charge for on
"I believe I had an aunt of that
name."
Affidavit,
line for each one-hainch or fraction.
sheet.
"Well, my friend, all I have to say
DATES, ETC.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
Is that this is a lucky sniashup for
Through the fertile San L'jis valley, Also to the San
'
No. 1 Homestead.
had
for
town
I've
Local
Dater
and
for
sheet.
date
for
$200,000
500
you
you.
any
of
Colorado.
Juan country
Desert Land Entry,
sheet. four years, left you by Anna Stanton.
.60
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
For information as to rates, fain service, descriptive
I've been looking'for you all over the
call
or
on
address
,
line
Dater
.35
Regular
literature, etc.,
world. If you were not found within
Don't Take the Risk.
.F H. McBRIDE, Agent,
Model
Da:cr
Definance
Band
8. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.
,
1.50
When you have a bad cough or cold live years after the bequest it was to
Santa Fe, N. M.
Denver, Colo.
1.50
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
do not let it drag along until it be- f o to charily."
Mr. Butlorfield, amid the. cheers of
Pearl Check Protector
comes chronic bronchitis or develops
1.50
...t
into an attack of pneumonia, but give the crowd, got Into the automobile,
STAMP PADS. '
reto
a
driven
was
and
distant
city
it the attention it deserves and get rid
10 cents; 2x3 14, 15 etnts; 2
25 cents; 2
ceived his legacy.
M,
of it. Take Chamberlain's Cough Rem- 35 cents; 3
50 cents; A
75 cents.
Then what did he do? He astounded
edy and you are ure of prompt relief. his former
congregation by paying off
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS
ADDKE88
From a small beginning the sale and
use of this prepaartion has extended the mortgage on: the church.
"I do think," said Miss Tetling to
to all parts of the United States and
lfl.
I.n.i.iliililn lifting vn n tt, n nnl
many foreign countries. Its many r,...t(.l,
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.
remarkable cures of coughs and colds
"No one will ever nccuse'ou of
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
have won for It this wide reputation
was the unvarnished response.
that,"
and extensive use. Sold by all
BEATRICE TUCKER.
Stanley
Murln rty
Mcintosh

'
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6,250
6.176
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HULK
FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO. :

THE CITY Or WIL LARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico V-- i laid out in thp fall of HK."
1 is imv
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of me
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east and wrst frouj
Chicago to a!1 California points and the Santa Fe Cent: ai Hallway luuuin
from Santa Fe, N. M., in ciose connection wim me Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the bust
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shi piling and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The "large
wholesale houses are in operation.

JLOCATED ONIBELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY

0

F

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam Line of the Santa Fe
System-lead- ing
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and points JEast to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid out with broad 80
t
and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing 16,000; churches, lanre mercantile estahlishmpnts. t.h HpIpti Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up-tdate modern improve- lueumau oouiernoieis, commercial uiub, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flnnr.
in
hoanc .,h
ivh;it
New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad
in
the
near
city
future; cannot be
'70-foo-

uin.

rnti

hv

estimated.
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THE WILLIARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT

COMPANY

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
ARE OWNERSZOF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN TOWR3SITE

WILLARD TOWNSITc
Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MA1L;AND FREIGHT TRAINS
OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
ALL

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND.SOUTH

semi-annuall-

3ft

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

Vice-

-

Pi es

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
:

:

: APPLY

TO

:

:

:

Rescuing These Stray "Sticks"
Is Perilous Work.
OF

ds

New Mexico.

FUGITIVE

SIGNBOARDS

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well.graded and 2.000 shade trees ,on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
One-thirTwo-thirpurchase money, cash
may remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
8
one year, with per cent interest thereon.

THE BELEN TOWN

of Company.

CHANNELS.

How These Mariners' Guides Are An-- .
chored and How They Sometimes
Break Away and Are Hunted Down
by the Lighthouse Service Tenders.
When the winter gales begin to blow,
the tenders of the lighthouse service
turn their steins toward northern seas
to hunt stray spar buoys. Of all the
work of the coast patrol this, perhaps,
is the most exposed to danger. Pulling
these ."signboards" out of the sea or
putting them over side 13 like "yanking" spiles with a ton derrick on a
heaving platform.
Although passengers In the boats
that ply the waters of New York harbor, Long Island sound and other waterways along the coast see many
spar buoys, they give them little
thought. With the man at the wheel
It Is different. Color, shape and size
give him volumes of information, and
he looks upon the spar buoy as an Invaluable guide.
In the government inventories they
are listed as "sticks," although they
are sometimes sixty feet long. They
are anchored in the bed of a river or
harbor channel, their "up ends" painted in such a way as to indicate to the
observer the formation of the bottom.
On the margin of government charts
explanatory notes tell one that vessels
approaching a harbor from the sea
should leave red buoys with even
numbers on the right and black, with
odd numbers on the left side of channels. Black and white striped buoys,
the stripes running perpendicularly,
mean an obstruction In the channel,
with room to get by on either side.
If balls or cages ornament the "up
ends" it means a turning point, the
color and number indicating the course.
These sticks are put down with heavy
iron anchors and sometimes great
stone weights. One would suppose that
so fixed they never could get away, but
they do, and it is a Job to find them.
Ice floes break their cables and sometimes crush the sticks; storms pull
them loose, and ships in the fog or
darkness foul them and tear them from
their hold on the bottom. Not infrequently ships use them as moorings.
although this is forbidden.
There are instances where the anchors of a spar buoy have been secure
enough to hold against Ice pressure and
In a narrow channel cause a dangerous

jam. "But such cases are few, for
when this happens the weight of the
ice usually becomes so great as to force
the buoy under, and the pack slides on.
If the ice pack gets under the buoy
so as to lift it there is only one result
the parting of the cable. Then off
starts the spar upon a journey maybe
of thousands of miles, perhaps of only
one or two. It may fetch up on the
nearest shore, and it may drift to the
coast of Europe or into the southern
seas. On the Irish coast today is one
which traveled there in six weeks from
New York harbor. It was presented
to the British government by the United States and now floats off the coast
on which it stopped after its long Atlantic journey.
If it is a long chase to find the stray
buoys it is even a more difficult task to
recover the anchors left behind by the
fugitive spars. Tenders that sail out
of the harbor have a derrick and tackle
rigged in front of the pilot house, with
a donkey engine to lift and pull, The
location of every buoy Is marked on
the charts to a degree, so it is not difficult to find the desired position. The
serious business is drnsrgln?r for the
anchor and after grappling with it to
hoist it aboard ship. Here the donkey
engine comes into play. Another hazard is to pull a spar buoy aboafd. If a
sea happens to be running the captain
of the tender has to use extreme care.
Should a bis roller pet under him and
suddenly tighten the lifting chains
either they would give way or the
wpitrht would come up too fast, the
crew in either case being placed in
jeopardy of their lives.
But the risk these men run is all in
the day's work. To them a job in p.
seaway on a lee shore is regarded a?
no more monotonous task than repainting a row of buoys on land. New York
Post.
The Brevity of Ballarat.

It was in Ballarat that Mark Twain
found the local language so puzzling
at flfst, the good people of the place
deeming life too short to dawdle in

their talk.
The mayor called on the American
humorist and laconically said "K'm."
Then when Mark Twain gave him a
cigar he simply said "Q."
Subsequent Inquiry revealed that
these terms were Ballaratese for "welcome" and "thank you." London
Chronicle.
,
Hailed.
"Does that young woman hall from
Boston ?"
r"
,
"Yes." answered the western youth
thoughtfully, "that expresses the idea
precisely. She hails from Boston. I
was never before overtaken by such
a heavy downfall of intellectual ice."
Man, Poor Man!
Mrs. Flutter Mrs Crabapple says
her husband kisses her oodby every

,

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOUlWISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS

E.P. DAVIES, Agent

Willard,

:

JOHN BECKER, President

&

IMPROVEMENT

CO.

WM. M. BERGER Secretary.

'

pagne out of'spongesT Mystified, aren't
here jist for tryiu' to flatter
you? But there is no mystery about Ing. "I'm
a
ntiin."
rich
the matter. Champagne, as it fer"The idea!" exclaimed the prison visments, Is powerful stuff. It breaks the
itor.
Death hangs over thee while thou strongest bottles, and in the past all
"Yes, ma'am: I jist tried to iuiitat
broke its bottles and
llvest, while it is in thy power to bo champagne that
iita signature ou a check."
lost.
was
Now,
they
escaped
though,
good. Aurelius.
FURNISHED rooms, 1S1 Palace Ave.
pack the champagne bottles in clean
the
Tune.
Also Takes Them Off.
Only Changing
and every day or two they go
sponge,
"The man escaped us," said the de- over the
"Your friend puts on a good many
and if any of the botFOR RENT Six room modern cottective. "He had invented a new dodge. tles have plant,
broken they squeeze into airs."
O. C. Watson & Co.
tage.
fci should say he does.
He's a demThat, you see, fs the trouble about the casks the wine that the sponges have
wo
science of detection. The minute
This wine, reclarilled, re- onstrator in a phonograph store."
retained.
WANTED A cook. Apply to Mrs.
detectives master all the old trick fined and bottled
again, makes a very Exchange.
R.
J. Palen, 231 East Palace avenue.
something new springs up.
good second quality drink." Cincin"It is rather like the story of the nati
Enquirer.
The tender leaves of a harmless
FOR SALE Good
upright piano
thirsty butler. When you keep a cask
mountainous shrub, give to Dr. nquire at Wagner Furniture company
of beer under lock and key In the celMake
Could
Allowances.
Shoop's Cough Remedy its marvelous store.
lar, only giving the butler the key
The young mother, who was trying curative properties. Tight, tickling, or
when you want him to draw you a
to put the baby to sleep, had darkened distressing coughs, quickly yield to WANTED
One or two furnished
pitcher, then, if you make him whistle the room.
Somebody tried to enter the the healing, soothing action of this rooms for
all the time he is out of sight ou this
Adlight
housekeeping.
side door, nnd she went and opened it. splendid
prescription Dr. Shoop's dress "L," care New Mexican.
errand, you are bound not to be de"I
said
the
beg your pardon,"
elderly Cough Remedy. And it Is so safe and
frauded, eh? Or so at least it was matron
who had come up on the porch, good for children, as well. Containing
in the past.
FOR SALE A second-hansteam
"but is this house for rent?"
no opium, chloroform, or other harm- "Well, there was a man who engaged
boiler
in good condition. It will bo
"Not at all."
almothers
in
ful
should
drugs,
safety
a new butler, and, as of yore, the first
of at very low price. Apjly
"Seeing the blinds down, I thought ways demand Dr. Shoop's. If other disposed
day he wanted beer he said:
to the New Mexican Printing Com-- 1
I
as
was
there
and
here,
nobody
living
remedies are offered, tell them No!
" 'James, here are the keys to the
am looking for a house I was going to Be your own judge! Sold by Strip- pany.
beer closet. Take this pitcher down
In and inspett it."
ling, Burrows & Co.
and fill it. And mind you whistle all step
FOR RENT The modern seven-roomeIt's not empty, and it's not for
"Well,
the while you do it.'
The reason why the
ma'am.
rent,
cottage on Grant Avenue, ocThe New Mexic&a printing company
'"Yes, sir, said James, and he de- blinds are down, if you must know"
Doctor J. A. Rolls, which
cupied
by
has ready and for sal
and
parted whistling.
I see. The luce curtains are Jn
will be vacated on New Year. Apply
"Oh,
correct
of
the
territorial
notes
"The clear, sweet
of 'Home,
compilations
wash. Well, wo all have to clean
New Mexican office.
Sweet Home,' floated upstairs for a the
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of at the
house once iu awhile. Sorry to have the territorial
50
or
road laws, pprice
minute
so, then they ceased. The
Good day." Chicago
troubled you.
master rushed to the cellar door.
cents, and of the territorial mining Besides 90 large cups from each 25c
Tribune.
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These package of Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, .
"'James,' he shouted angrily, 'what
can
be purchased by applying in per I now put in a 25c clever snverea "o-- ..
are you doing?'
The Utility of the Ox.
son or by mall at the office of the Drip" Coffee Strainer Coupon. Loofc-"'Nothin', sir; only changiu' the
I should think the ox is the most
for it, besides, most perfect. Made.
tune.' " Washington Star.
useful
of all animals. company.
postmortem
from pure toasted cereals, malt
only
We eat its flesh. We make manure of
If you will take Foley's Orino Lax- nuts, etc. Sold by Cartwright-Davi- s
Letter Writing In Ancient Babylon. its blood. We use its horns for lan
It can easily be understood that the terns and combs. Buttons and glue ative until the bowels become regular Co.
reading and writing of cuneiform was come from Its hoofs. Its bones be- you will not have to take purgatives
PfltlMfio- - pom. .
not an accomplishment in the posses- come margarine or manure. In the constantly, as Foley's Orino Laxative The
o
" n Movlnnn
.
sion of every one. Nevertheless there knife handle we use it, in leather, in positively cures chronic constipation pany has prepared civil and criminal
and sluggish liver. Pleasant to take dockets especially lor the use of justwere plenty of scribes everywhere, es- gold beater's skin, felt
roofing; every
pecially in the cities, where they sat part of Its internal economy is part of Sold by all druggists.
ices of the peace. They are especialat the temple gates to be at the service our external economy, and its fat Is
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
of the public. The frequent represen- incandescent (or not) as tallow.
It Is an aamittea tact that real es- either Spanish or English, made of?
Fry's
tations of scribes are hence interesting Magazine.
tate, financial men and merchants all good record uaner. stronirlv and dur- and show that in addition to clay tabeay that quickest and best retniltsara ably bound, wdth leather bacli andl
lets the Babylonians used some sort
obtained by advertising -. the New covers and canvas sides, ball fltf)
The Art of Indexing.
of flexible material to write upon. The
A Natal public library catalogue con- Mexican.
index in front and the fees of justices
large number of letters which have tains entries as follows:
'of the peace and constables printed
been excavated, many of them from
There is no case om record of a in full on the first
Lead, Kindly IJght.
page. The pages
" Poisoning.
the ninth century before Christ, indicough, cold or la grippe develonine are 10
inches. These books are
cate that a very active correspondence
into
Almost as funny ns the catalogue
pneumonia after Foley's Honey maae up in civil and criminal
dockets
was carried on in Babylonia by means which
and Tar has been taloen. as it cures separate of 32
,
gave:'
pages each, or with
of messengers, but even more, active
most
the
obstinate deep seated coughs both civil and criminal bound
Alill On the Human Understanding.
in one
was the use of writing la commercial
" On the Floss.
and colds. Why take anything else. book, 80
pages civil and 320 pages
dealings, which was strictly enforced
Sold hy all druggists.
Publisher and Register.
criminal. To introduce them they are
by law. Nothing was legally binding
offered at the following prices
unless it was done into writing hi
The New Mexican tan ffo nrtnttnr Civil or Criminal
His Counting Habit.
; $2 75
the presence of witnesses. Professor
"Your husband says that when he i3 equal to that done in any of the large Combined Civil and Criminal'.'.'
4.00
Friedrich Delitzsch in Harper's Magaangry he always counts ten before he cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
For 45 cents additional for a
zine.
single
we
work
turn out. Try our stock once docket, or 55 cents
speaks," said one woman.
additional for. a
answered the other. "I wish and you will certainly come again. We combination docket,
"Yes,"
will be sent
they
Champagne From Sponges.
he'd stop it. Since he got dyspepsia have all the facilities fo rturning out by mail or prepaid
"The champagne makers of Reims
express. Cash in
home seems nothing but a class in every class of work, including one of full must
accompany
order. State- buy a lot of our sponges," said a whole arithmetic." London Mail.
the best binderies in the West
sale dealer. "They squeeze champagne
Miomiy wuemer
ungiisn or Spanish,
printed heading is wanted.
out of them. They must squeeze in th i
Subscribe for the Dally New MexiI
His Flattery.
of
JiPOftpOO
charn;
bottjos.
ysaL'l.0!irii
"Yes,, ma'am,the convict was say- - can and get the new.
Subscribe for the New Mexican. v
morning of his life. Mr. Flutter I often wondered what gave him that sour
expression. Smart Set.
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ined the house yesterday and pronounced ths building perfectly safe,
The report of the committee will be
published tomorrow.
Sunday School'1 Election -- Officers
for the ensuing
year of the First
school were
Presbyterian Sunday
elected last night as follows: Superintendent, Allen R. McCordf assistant
superintendent, Roy J. Crichton; sec
Morris Thomas; or-- .
Miss
Lenore
Purcell.
gainst,
Chess Club Met The Chess club
was entertained at the residence of
Dr. J. M. Diaz. Don Gasner nvpnue
last night. The guests were Judge
Adams, of Albuquerque, and E. G.
Welch, of Tucumcari. Mr. Welch wflo
matched against Dr. Diaz and broke
even. The n'icht before l
Rolls
and Mr. Welch played six games and
they broke even.
No
Change There will be no
change of program at the opera house
tonight, but a big change will be on
for tomorrow night..
Commencing
next Monday the show becomes a syndicate show and the prices will be
thereafter 10 and 20 cents. A st'ill better set of pictures' will be shown than
heretofore and this makes it necessary to make the change in prices.
Visitor from Texico Jack Harwell,
of Texico, is in the city on business.
He claims the distinction of having
erected the first house in that town
seven years ago. He reports now a
thriving town of about 1200 people and
that everything is progressing finely.
New settlers from the middle west are
continually arriving and all are finding homes and success practicing dry
The crops
farming on the plains.
this year were good and all are sat-

Personal Mention

c

(Continued

From Page Five.)

Mrs. W. F. Cook, wife of Doctor W.
of Albuquerque, after
unending tlie holidays hero with her
)!(-- : her,
the Honorable II. P. Tark-iiiRtoadjutant general, has relumed
home.
Anions those who yesterday applied
for admission to the bur of New Mexico was Galon F. Humbert, formerly a
prominent attorney of Cedar Falls, la.
At an early ajre he was county attorney and biter mayor of the city of
Osage, Hie county sent. Coming west
'lie practiced law at Bisltee, Arte., later
gaining possession of the Bisbee Miner
which he' edited. At the time it was
proposed to admit Arizona and Kew
Mexico to joint statehood, he was selected by the Republicans to represent Cochise count at the proposed
constitutional convention.
Humbert
imade an excellent, impression upon
j The
examiners and having unusually
j
strong letters of recommendation,
a certificate of practice without being compelled to take the ex
amination. He has been., located at
the new town of Sylvanite for some
lime and will engage there in the
practice of law.
Honorable Solomon Luna, president
of the Rank of Commerce at Albuquer
que, and one of the most successful
in the south
and largest sheep-raiser- s
west, is in town on a visit to Mrs. A
M. Bergere, his sister, and also to Gov,
Curry. He also consulted with Colonel Frost, the editor of the New Mex
ican, on political and legislative mat
ters. Mr. Luna is of the opinion that
the coming year will be the best in
the stock-raisinindustry and in agri
culture as well as in general business.
He is sanguins; the territory will be
admitted as a state at the first session of the 61st congress and that New
Mexico will grow rapidly and continu
ally. He thinks that the taxes on cor
poration property should be increased
during this session of the legislature
by the territorial board of equaliza
tion in order that, the poor people
should have reduced taxes and he
thinks that more public schools should
be opened and maintained. He is very
strongly in favor of increased wages
for the poor people so that they can
live better and have more cmnfort and
can bring up their children so as to
make a good and moral citizen. He
had a long consultation with the gov
ernor on political matters and states
that many laws for the benefit of the
people were discussed and will be en
Mr. Luna
is very patriotic,
acted.
and gentle and believes
when
in helping out his fellow-maever occasion requires.

Fit idler Cook,
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IIAYE DETERMINED TO
CLOSE OUT OUR

isfied.

Death of Mrs. Cerrillo. Mrs. Petri-tDuran de Cerillo died at 11.35
o'clock last night at her home, 101
Johnson street, aged .19 years.
She
had been ill for four days and death
resulted from pneumonia.
Mrs. Car-rillis survived by one daughter, Mrs.
George T. Blunt, one brother and one
sister.
She was loved by all who
knew her and her many friends, of
whom she had many, having spent all
her life in Santa Fe, will be pained to
hear of her death. The funeral will be
held at the Cathedral, Saturday morning at 8 o'clock.
Weather Report The ' blizzard did
not reach Santa Fe and the usual
pleasant weather and temperate atconditions prevail.
mospheric
The
maximum temperature yesterday was
.53 degrees at 3: 30
p. m. and the minimum was 31. degrees at. 1 a. m.; mean
temperature 43 degrees , or 15 degrees
above the normal. Relative humidity
at
a. m. 3G per cent; at 6 p. m. 2S
per cent; relative humidity average
for the day, 42 per cent; lowest temperature during last night 26 degrees;
temperature at ti a. m. today, 28 degrees.

BIG STOCK OP GROCERIES

And ws are making prices on canned goods,
granite ware, tea, spices, extracts, Schlling
baking powder, cooking utensils, and in fact
almost everything in the store that will save
you from ten to forty per cent on your gro-

ceries
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GOODS IN GLASS

a
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MINOR CITY TOPICS

No woman can be happy
without children; it is
to love them as much
so as it is the beautiful and
pure. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass is so full of dread that the thought fills her with apprehension.
There is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be either very
painful or dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend prepares the system
This
for the coming event, and it is passed without any danger.
remedy is applied externally,
and has carried thousands of
women through the crisis
1'
IX.
with hut little RiifFprin.o

her.-natur-

retary-treasure-

g
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Book containing information of value
to ull expectant inothui'H mailed free.

BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.
The sanitarium is to be erected on
Palace avenue to the west of the
building now used as a sanitarium and
to which it will be connected with an

Western cows, $2S5$
Hogs
5

14,000.

Receipts,

cents lower.

.

Steady to

Bulk of sales, $5.50 $5.95.
Heavy, $5.90(ff $6.05.
Packers and butchers, $o.43?G.OO.
Light, $3.30&$3.S0.
NARA VISA ATTORNEY
Pigs, $4.50$5.25.
ADMITTED TO THE BAR Sheep Receipts, 5,000. Strong.
Muttons, $4.20$5.50.
Former Ohio Lawyer Well Pleased
Lambs, $G(i.25X$7.75.
With Conditions in the SunRange wethers, $4.00$6.60.
Fed ewes, $:!.00fg$5.00.
shine Territory.
Chicago, Jan. 7. Cattle Receipts,
Will lard Belknap of Nara Visa was 5,000. Steady.
Texans, $;!.X0$4.0.
among the many attorneys to be admitted to the practice of their profesWesterns, $4.00$3.60.
Stockers and feeders, $2.80$4.S3.
sion in the territory yesterday. Mr.
Cows and heifers, $1.7o$5.10.
Belknap was admitted to the bar at
the March term of the supreme court,
Calves, $7.50(r; $9.50.
1804 at Ashtabula, Ohio, and pnt-ticeSteady.
Sheep Receipts, 15,000.
Western, $S.00$r.0.
his profession there until
came to Nara Visa five years ago in
Yearlings, $4.75 $7.00.
Western lambs, $5.00$S.OO.
the employ of the Rock Island RailBeeves, $3.90 $7.50. ...
way company.
Mr. Belknap came to Nara Visa
when that portion of the territory was CIRCULAR LETTER TO COUNTY
SCHOOL TEACHERS.
an open range, but his quick eye soon
detected signs of a future rich and A regular county teachers' examinathriving agricultural region. His in- tion will be held in the city of Santa
vestigation of conditions led him to Fe at the High school building, on
believe that Nara Visa was to have a Friday and Saturday, January 15 and
bright future and he remained. Mr. 16th, 1909. The examinations will
ExaminaBelknap was appointed IT. 'S. court open on Friday morning.
commissioner December 28, 1005.
tion questions for all grades of cerThe town of Nara Visa" was laid out tificates will be submitted.
All holders of permits must attend
in August, 190C, and is now a thriving
town of 800 people. The settlers in this examination, and secure certifithat portion are largely trom the cates, if they wish to continue teachnorthern and eastern states and they ing. Teachers who hold second and
are all well pleased with the country third grade certificates may attend
and its prospects.
They are now this examination; and apply1 for higher
working for the site of the proposed grades.
Prospective teachers should
normal school claiming that the town attend this examination, if possible, in!
is the best situated for such an in order that the)' may become better acstitution.
quainted with the nature of the ques-- ,
Mr. Belknap is very agreeably sur tions, and thus prepare themselves
for-thexamination.,,
prised at the fine territorial capitol more thoroughly
at
the cloe of tfie summer
building and with the general appear to be g'ven
ance of the Capital City of the' terri institute. All who are planning to,,
now tnd., the summer
tory ana says he never met a more teach between who are'
not" holders of
and
agreeable and friendly set of public institute,
attend this
should
teachers'
licenses,
officials. He expects from this time
Yours very truly,
on to devote his time exclusively to examination.
J. V. CONWAY,
(Signed)
the practice of his profession. He is
County School Superintendent.
a strong republican and did good
work for the party during the recent
The New Mexican Printing comcampaign speaking and working several weeks for the success of the re- pany has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
publican ticket and statehood.
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere We
will sell them at 5 cents in nook form.

ambulatory.
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,Much Building Activity Santa Feis
experiencing an unusual
period ot
.
balding activity.-y- There are now In
55 50c. jars Tea Garden preo jars 15c. mustard
vv x
x
V.
course of construction six large struc1 00 V
55
5 jars 15c. p'ckles
serves 3 for
X tures, which will mean an
Jan.
Denver, Colo.,
expediture
X ther forecast for New Mexco: X of about $200,000. These
buildings are
4 jars 35c. pickles
H 00 30c. jars Tea Garden preV Fair weather tonight and Fri- X the executive mansion and the
capltol
1 00
90 X day, with stationary temperature.
5
extension which will cost upwards of
serves 4 for
jars 25c. olives
X
X
X
X
X
X
$55,000; the armory, about $15,000;
25
1'5 35c. Waluut Catsup
35c. Schilling's vanilla
School Board The board of educa tne h,iks opera house, $18,00(1; the St.
tion win nom an aujourneci session ratnerine Indian school, about $18,-a- t
15 35c. Soy, Beefsteak sauce
25c. Schilling's lemoa....
7::in tonight in the office of the 000, and the St. Vincent's sanitarium,
1 00
30
40c. jars Ferndell preserves
CATTLE.
etc., 5 for
in the vicinity of $100,000.
secretary.
There
Kansas City, Jan. 7. Cattle ReConcrete Work The excavation fori are also in contemplation several other
the foundation of the new Elks opera buildings which will considerably in. ceipts, 5,000. Strong to ten cents higher.
house having been completed, work qrease this amount.
FOR THE
I
Viaai
the ennnmte fnnndnHnn
, unonu
Southern steers, $4.25$G.50.
IVIIIKllrV1
"
....i.i.v....
VlCltAPe
nn,rCtm.ftnnr.
been begun.
Southern cows, $2.50$4.00.
the rooms of the New Mexico Histor
I. O. O. F. Meeting
Santa Fe Lodge ical
Stockers and feeders, $3.25$5.25.
since January 1st are
society
No. 2, I. O. O. F., will meet tonfcht
SANTA FE, N. M
Bulls, $.r50$5.00.
Extra standard Fruits, California, good enough for the most par- at the lodge room in lower San Fran- R. ft. McDougall, Muscatine, Iowa? D. Calves,
$3.50$8.00.
Cordova, Espinoza; Colo.; D. A. Owen
$16 and up per week.
cisco street.' Installation of officers nd
ticular, better than the ordinary standard goods.
Western steers, $4.00$6.00.
wife, Franklin. Tnd.: P. R, Grev.
will be held.
MeComb, Mississippi; U. S. Hollister,
Peaches, old price, 2oc. can, now 11 cans for 35c $2.00 doz. 3.65 New Mexico Bar Association
Denver; Thomas McGirl. S. R. Mil
&oz.
C.
E.
President
Wade and Secretary
case. Pears, old price 30c. can, new price, 20c. can. 2.10 per
x
X
ler, Billings, Montana; J. B. Tuer,
Charles C. Catron will call a meeting A, A.
,1.
$4.00 per case. Apricots, old price 25c. can, new price, 2 cans 35c. of
G.
HuffLag
Maloney,
Vegas;
the New Mexico Bar Association
1.75 a doz. and $3.25 case. All other Fruits at similar reductions. the latter part ot this month, probably man. Monte Vista; R. G. Hardy, Roy;
A, S. Bushkewitz, Roy; Mrs." G. W.
15c. cans, sardines, 2 for 25c. $1.35 doz. 20c. sardines, 15c. $1.65 January 27.
IK) yon knOw old ('andclario.s
Should it be that you shou K want
Dewey, Lincoln, Neb.; Gertrud-- NewHiid curious?
Iiidliin
Bern
and 1.75 doz. 15c. cans, Veal, Cottage or Bamberger loaf, 10c. canRepublican Primary At RepubliW. H.
man,
Mo.;
Springfield,
primary in Precinct No. 4 last
one ran sliow you the way
Candelario
Any
has them
Mrs.
W.
Bethlehem, Pa.;
25c. cans Veal, Cottage or Hamberger loaf 15c. Sunburst corn evening Ricardo Alarid was
n t he Ancient town of Kanta Ke
Sapphires, garnets, and torquois blue
B. Thompson, Edward. Okla.; H. S.I
for 'tire office of justice of the
To Onudelai'lo'H.
10c. can, 1.10 doz. case 2.00, 7 cans 25c. Asparagus for 1.00,
Amethysts, rubles and opals too
Overstreet, Kansas City; Glen
As good bs you want he
Valentin
and
Mediano
was
peace
can furnish
In the shop beneath the old Ox Cart
35c. cans square asparagus, 25c. 30c. cans asparagus tips, 25c.
R. Rose, M.J
W.
Kan.;
Tipton,
you
nominated for constable.
of
art
Indian
blithe
pi'oductH
Canon
City, Colo.; T. E. Carr
Can Candelnrio
2 for 25c. California tomatoes, 10c. 15c. cans Kansas tomatoes, 121 c.
Two Candidates It is reported to Evan,
Has Oandelar.o
and wife, Denver.
Hows
and
Bankets
office
this
and
In the anient town of
that Jose Dominguez was
pottery
Very low prices by the case. Mackerel in oil, same size tin as
Santa f'e
Work on Sanitarium Work was be
Beaten Silver and lHifrree
Js Candelario.
also
nominated
for
office
the
of
25c.
justice
20c
doz.
can
$2.25
can.now
sardine, formerly
Nvery old kind of trumpery
Any one can show you the way
of the peace or the Fourth precinct gun this morning laying out the site
Has t'andelario
To Candelario
last night. The claim is made that for the new sanitarium to be erected
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Koran Indian Blanket you want to go For anything you want to know
this is the real republican nomination. by the Sisters of Charity. Work upon
the foundation will begin at once by
Korany kind of a Ourlo
To CftiuleHii'lo1
Archaeological Society A meeting
0io to Candelario,
1.10.
1.75 willow clothes baskets
1.50 willow clothes baskets
& Axtell, contractors of Pueblo
He has zanipes and Chiinayos
of the Archaeological society will' be Lyon
old balletas and Navajoes
1.00. All granite ware at 25 per cent discount. Take four arti-.cle- s held this evening at 8 o'clock in the who are the contractors for the Elks' 'A
There are all the kinds that anyone
house. The sanitarium conT;t
opera
for the price of three. We have two lines, of granite ware office of Judge N. B. Laughlin in the is a large one and Lyon & Axtell have
knows
Block. Members ag well as
At
('andelarios
thot are the fiaest we have ever seen. '.Oae is an important Ger- LaUghlin
secured the contract for the foundaall others interested are urged to attion; contracts for the remainder of
man; make, in white and blue, the other the Onyx.- Our old prices tend.
the work have not been awarded. The
were Very low. With the discount deducted the bargains are The rumor that the opera house was sanitarium will be a ereat credit to
not safe has been
301-30phenominal. Add a few pieces and you will not regret it. Five and council of the tested by the mayor- the city, costing in the neighborhood!,
San Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N, M.
city and a commit- of one hundred thousand dollars and
60c.
25c
15c.
oil
cans
brushes
for
for
scrub
gallon galvnized
tee of architects and builders, exam-- J will require almost a year to complete,
X X
fcx x jj X X
7.-?- Wea
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SICK

GOODS

CANNED

DR. DIAZ
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PIPES AND TOBACCO

AH'35c. pipes for 25c. All 25c. pipes for 20c. All 15c. pipes for
10c. All high grade pipes for 25 per cent off the old prices. 75c
35c. A big selection of 25c. pipe to-- ,
pipes for 55c. 50c. pipes for
1.00 worth of any kind smoking
with
free
25c.
pipe
bocco for 15c.
Clu
b cut plug 20c.
tobacco. 35c. package Lime Kiln

SOAP
Big rduetions on all toilet soap.
1.00 worth of laundry soap.

TI

Box of toilet scap free with

We Wish Our Friends a Happy
-

j

this Method of thankingeach of our triends and customers for their liberal' patronage during the past year. We trust
that with Hach onei of you father time has dealt kindly, and that
to your lot has fallen a goodportion of success and happiness.
And now as we approach the dawn of the commg NEW YEAR,
let us join you in wishing that it may bring to each of us a reasonable share ox success and happiness, to those who have favored
us with their business, or a portion of it, we thank you. To
those who have riot, we extend to you a cordial welcome and assure
you that it is always a pleasure to have you visit our store.
We take

Willi Best Wishes to

CO.

.

lew Year

AH

We Are Yours for Courteous Services
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